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Local Speech Teams Win
Top Honors At Regional
Local speech teams brought home top
honors at the regional speech tournament
held here Saturday, as Calloway County
won the regional championship and
Murray High placed second.
Separated by only one point overall, the
two teams finished in the top two places for
the State Regional Championship.
Calloway will advance to state competition
as regional champs, while both teams
qualified several members for state
participation.
The Calloway County Junior High
speech and debate team also won regional
championship honors in the tournament,
held Saturday at Murray State University.
The championship was the second
consecutive for the senior high Calloway
team. The Calloway junior team defeated
' Trigg County by two points, followed by
Lone Oak Jr.
Trigg County and Paducah Tilghman
placed in the third and fourth slots in
senior high competition.
Qualifying from Murray High for state
competition were: Barbara Kemper,

Johnny Cannon, Carol Teitloff and Jane
Sahli in duet acting; L.ezlee Bartholomy
in humorous interpretation; Jana Jones in
Martha
interpretation;
dramatic
McKinney and Lisa Hill in prose; Karen
Jones and Becky Sams in poetry; Chris
Parker and Laura Shinners in
storytelling; Edwin Garrett, Deanna
McMillen, and Sherry Runyon in analysis
of public address; Laurie Beatty and
Sheila Watson in original oratory; Gary
Moore and Marian Holloway in broadcasting; Lezlee Bartholomy in discussion;
and Laurie Beatty in extemporaneous
speaking.
Other Murray High students participating and contributing to the team
finish were Cheryl Milam, Cheryl Brown,
Kim Alley, Pam Booden, Bruce Clayton,
Bill Boston, Donna Bailey, Kathy
Coleman, Kevin Colson, Robert Mason,
Randy Winchester, Tina Steele, Patti Irby,
Catina Beasley, Tammy Melton, Chris
Dingman, Jan Baggett, Tommy Pasco,
Tressa Brewer, Greta Timmerman,
Deana Sieglar, Alison Weaver, Sherri

Requarth, Bruce Jay, and Tarpley Jones.
The Calloway County High School team
qualified 38 members for the state tournament, to be held at the University of
Kentucky in Lexington April 25-26. Team
members qualifying were:
Mike Farris, broadcasting; Tommy
Riley, Randy Hutchens, Karen Edwards
and Gail Tucker in debate; Randy' Herndon, Randy McDaniel, Teresa Moody,
Robin Bryan,Teri Erwin, Pam Robertson,
Sheila Darnell, Nada Frazier, Mindy
Bryan and Teresa McKenny in duet acting; Jimmy Burkeen, Teresa Mcsady,
Pam Robertson, Teri Erwin, Sheila
Darnell and Jobeth Norwood in
dramatics; Johnny Brinkley, Karen
Edwards and Rhonda Darnell in extemporaneous speaking; Kathie Broach,
Jill Falwell, Krit Stubblefield, and Renee
Tobey in original oratory; Nada Frazier,
Gail Tucker, and Chuck Williams in public
speaking; Cheryl Yancy in poetry;
Theresa Dover, Tammy Calhoun, Denise
Howard, Kim Kemp, and Lisa Walker in
prose, and Danny Kingings in storytelling.

REGIONAL CHAMPS — The Murray High Cheerleaders were named regional champions in cheerleader competition held
at Calloway County High School Saturday. They will compete in Louisville Friday morning at Atherton High School against 15
other squads from all over the state. The Tiger cheerleaders won Saturday over representatives from seven other squads
from the four districts. Their sponsor, Lucy Rollins, received the trophy for outstanding region sponsor. From left, Elizabeth
Whitmer,Cindy Gould, Becky Gould, Gwen Purdom,Lisa Harrell, Captain; Lynn Hewitt, Cindy Chrisman, Alison Holt,
St.:fellow by Dave Celaya

Regional Museum At MSU
Boosted By Gov. Carroll
Hopes for the development of Wrather
Hall at Murray State University as a
Jackson Purchase regional museum got a
substantial boost Friday evening when
Gov. Julian Carroll pledged state support
for the project.
Speaking briefly at a dinner of area
bicentennial representatives on the
campus, Carroll issued this challenge:
"When you show you are serious about
the museum by raising some money and
formulating some plans, I want to see what
or...r. do to help you."
your
He told the gathering of about 120 who
attended the dinner given in his honor by
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray State
President, that he did not know how much
the project would cost or how much the
state can help.
"The initiative is yours," he said, "but
once the project is on its way, the state will
provide some resources to 'See that it is
finished."
Carroll was on the campus to make a
special presentation of the American
Revolution Bicentennial Administration's

Community Award to Murray and
Calloway County between semifinal
games of the First Region Basketball
Tournament.
He presented flags and certificates of
official recognition to Murray Mayor John
Ed Scott and Calloway County Judge Pro
Tern Helen Spann from the American
Revolution Bicentennial Administration.
The awards made during the ceremony
designated the city and county as a
Bicentennial Community.
Mrs. LI. Weotlyhelino, PTI•rutivp director
of the Kentucky- Historical Events
Celebration Commission, introduced
Carroll "to recognize the outstanding
bicentennial efforts made by the city and
county."
Earlier at the dinner Mrs. Westpheling
introduced area people serving on county
bicentennial committees, and Mrs. Betty
Lowry of Murray introduced the 32member Calloway County Bicentennial
Committee, which she and Calloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller serve as cochairmen.

Curris, who introduced the goverrmr
presented him with a framed print
ink line drawing of Wrather Hall by J.. ..
Harris of Murray, the first of a series ot
drawings of campus landmarks.
Both Curris and Carroll commended the
work done by Mrs. Westpheling of Fulton
in heading the state bicentennial program
The governor said Kentucky's program
under her leadership has become "a model
for the nation with more than 800
recognized bicentennial events last year
Carroll also paid tribute to the members
of the Calloway County Bicentennial
Committee for their work in earning the
award and becoming "one of those few
counties which have met the test of excellence in bicentennial efforts."
Carroll, who was accompanied by his
young son, Brad, called attention to the
fact that he once attended high school in
Murray — and so considers it home as he
does Paducah.
He is the first governor from the Jackson

•
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The Calloway County Speech Team, above, will represent the local school as regional speech and debate champions at
state competition in Lexington next month. The Laker team defeated the Murray High Speech Team, below, by only one
ra•—
point in regional competition Saturday here.

See Museum, Page 10)

Yates Explains Proposed
Changes In Bell Charges
With the rate increase South Central Bell
requested recently, the company is
seeking approval for two rate changes
which would benefit most of its monthly
customers.
"We're suggesting innovations that
bring our charges more in line with the
costs of providing specific services," said
Dewey Yates, manager in Murray.
"This means that customers who seldom
use certain services will be paying less
because others who frequently use these
services will be paying more," he said.
The proposals are to change the method
of charging for Directory Assistance
service ("Information") and to increase
the price of local calls from coin
telephones from 10 cents to 20 cents, Yates
said. Both proposals require equipment
modifications and couldn't be implementer! immediately upon approval.
But when they become effective at a later
date, customers would benefit from
reductions in their rates for local service
totaling 50 cents per line per month.

•

Explaining the proposals, Yates said,
"The first thing one needs to know is that
Directory Assistance service isn't 'free.'
At present, all customers pay for the
service as a part of their monthly rate. Our
new plan is assigned to change that, and
place- niore.of the charges.Or the SEtrVice
on those who use it the roost."
As proposed by the company, here is
how the plan would work, according to
Yates.
The monthly rate per line would be

reduced by 30 cents for all customers when
the new plan of charging for calls to
Directory Assistance begins.
Each customer would receive a "threecall allowance" per line each month before
charging begins. This allowance, studies
show, is sufficient to cover the needs of
most customers who need to find numbers
that don't appear in the book, or numbers
for long distance calls within Kentucky. No
charges would be made if a customer
makes only one, two or three calls in a
month's time.
If a customer makes four calls, he would
be charged for the one call over the threecall allowance. The charge would be 20
cents. If he makes five calls, he would be
charged 40 cents-20 cents for each of the
two calls over the allowance.
"There are a number of exceptions to
these charges," Yates said. "Customers
unable to use the directory because of a
physical handicap will not be charged for
DA calls, no matter how many they make.
Neither will patients in hospitals, guests in
hotels or motels, customers using coin
phones, nor any customer requesting an
out-of-state number."
The company decided to request apcharging for
of
proval of the new method
Directory Assistance as a way of maintaining fairness in the rate structure in the
light of changes ih custamer usageand the
high costs of providing the service.
"A South Central Bell study of customer
calls to DA showed that about one third of
all customers do not make any calls to DA
in a given month." he said. "Another one

third make three calls or less. The
remaining one-third make 90 percent of all
the DA calls made.
"This means that all customers are
paying, through their monthly rates, for a
service that is mostly used by only onethird of them. And the amount they are
paying is growing, because the cost of
providing this service is rising rapidly."
Yates said that operator costs for
providing Directory Assistance service III
Kentucky in 1974 were $4.1 million. Calls to
Directory Assistance on an average
business day have increased by 45 percent
in the last five years.
The company's request to begin
charging 20 cents for local calls from coin
telephones is another step which will let
customers who use a service pay the costs
of providing it, Yates said.
"When the 20 cent coin rate becomes
effective, residence and business bills for
local service would be reduced by 20 cents
per line per month," he said.
"The 10 cent rate for local coin telephone
calls was established in 1952," Yates said.
"Since then, the cost of a coin telephone
itself has risen more than 300 percent.
Telephone booths now cost four times what
they did in 1952, and the price of a rein
collector's vehicle has more than doubled.
And, of course, the Consumer Price Index
is up 95 percent-sinee 1952," Yates said''It's clear the 10 cent rate is too low," he
said. "And if the people who use coin
service don't pay more for it, the prices for
monthly services would have to be
higher

Tax Cut May Win Approval
WASHINGTON (API — A massive
tax cut to fight the recession may win
congressional approval this week.
although its reception at the White House
could hinge on whether Congress makes
some commitment to hold down spending.
Both the House and Senate plan busy
schedules this week in preparation for an
Easter recess that starts Friday for the
Senate and March 26 for the House.
Emergency military aid for Cambodia is
to get Senate and House committee action
today and Tuesday and could go to the full
House by the end of the week. Democrats
in both chambers have criticized the aid
proposal, and the House committee has
already rejected one compromise.
The House resumes its consideration
today of a bill to protect the environment
against the abuses of coal strip mining.
That tinning method accounts forhalf the
notion's 600-million-tort annual coal
prOdUction.
The measure to impose minimum
federal environmental and reclamation
standards on surface mining appeared
headed toward passage, with both spon-

sors and opponents predicting approval.
The bill is essentially the same one that
President Ford vetoed last year.
The Senate passed a companion bill last
week by more than the two-thirds vote
needed to override another veto, and
backers say they expect a similar margin
of approval in the House.
Some congressmen planned to try to add
to the bill today a ban on all strip mining on
steep mountain slopes. A similar move
failed in the Senate.
The Senate is scheduled to take up a
$29.2 billion tax cut bill that was approved
Friday by the Senate Finance Committee.

The Weather:
Cloudy
Increasing cloudiness toniglift with chance of rain by morning, low in the low 40s.
Rain likely Tuesday, high in the upper 50s
Wednesday cloudy with a chance of rain.

That figure compares with a $19.9 billion
tax cut bill approved by the House and a
$16 billion cut asked by President Ford.
House Minority Leader John J. Rhodes
said Sunday that he didn't think Ford
would accept a tax cut as large as that proposed in the Senate committee's bill unless
Congress gives "a hard dnd fast" eommitment against enacting new spending
programs. Rhodes spoke on "Face the
Nation" on CBS.
Congressional leaders hope to complete
I See Tax Cut, Page 10
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Boy Scout Troop 77
Comps, Hikes At
Nathan Forrest Pork

Marre•
Lecivr H. Time.

-

-

Cub Scout Den Nine of Hazel toured Murray State University buildings recendy. Shown are, left to right, back row,
Rodney Lawrence, Timothy Pittman. Mark Gibson, front row,
Mark Hutson, Kerry Erwin. and jimmy Paschall.

Den Nine Of Hazel Cub Scouts
Takes Tour Of Murray State
The Cub Scouts of Hazel, Den
Nine, toured the Murray State
College Campus on March 3
with Mike Hoyt of the Baptist
Student Union as their guide.
' Among the places they visited
were the Library, Fine Arts
Building, Administration
Building including the outer
office of Dr. Constantine Curris,
the University Book Store, the

History' Building, and many
more.
At the Art Department the
Cub Scouts were able to test an
art project just completed by
one Art Student. In the History
Department they were introduced to a history professor
who tallied to the group.
The boys toured the Post
Graduate Study Room with
many exhibits at the Library.
They also saw the awards and
statues from many athletic
events of the past, an exhibit on
Mexico, and many more interesting things.
Following the tour the boys
were treated at Burger Chef.
Attending
were
Rodney
Lawrence, Timothy Pittman,
Mark Gibson, Mark Hutson,
Kerry Erwin, and Jimmy
Paschall. Term Paschall subsituted for Cents Lawrence,
Den Mother of the group.

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Speciefiets at
IM• UK Coliepe 01 AMITIGOTure

Fresh meat and most
cured meats should be taken
directly home from the
market and not left in the car
while other shopping is done,
according to UK Extension
meats specialists. Variety
meats and ground or chopped
meats are more perishable
than other meats and should
be cooked in one or two days
or frozen for later use.
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This past weekend, March 8-9
Scout Troop 77 camped and
hiked at the Nathan Bedford
Forrest Memorial Park near
Camden, Term.
The scouts hiked twenty miles
of trails around and near the
park situated on the Kentucky
Lake. The site is the scene of a
Civil War Battle in which the
Southern forces scored a suecess by destroying a large
Union supply depot. The boys
hike took them to Pilot Knob,
the highest point in west Tennessee overlooking the lake.
The scouts made advancement in hiking, map and
compass, cooking, and camping. The Best Camper Award
went to Mark Young.
Other boys attending the
cam-pout were Chris Cropper,
Eddie Betsworth, John King,
Brent Brown, John Scherer,
Steve Scherer, Joe Kim Harmon, Mark Smith, Larry Smith,
Wayne Higgins, Doug Crafton,
Jon Noffsinger, and Brett
Warner. Guest camper from
Troop 45 was Keith Baar.
Troop 77 meets each Monday
at 6:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church. Boys interested in scouting are invited.
It's Possible Now
With present knowledge
more than 100,000 additional
lives could be saved yearly from
cancer if everybody acted on
the American Cancer Society's
advice to seek early diagnosis
and prompt treatment. ACS
also says. Get an annual health
checkup.

Monday, March 17
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
meet at the Community Room
of the Federal Savings and Loan
Association at seven p. in.

Tuesday, March 18
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
present "The IN-Look: 75" at
7:90 p.m. at the University
School Auditorium. Tickets for
the style show are one dollar.

Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
has rescheduled its meeting at
seven p. m. in the senior youth
room of the church.

Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet with Mrs.
Hafford Smith at 1:30 p. m.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the Mental Health
Center.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.

Community Nurses education
meeting will be at the local
hospital conference room at
Looking Back
7:30 p. m. with Linda Clark as
The first "true" super- speaker.
market appeared around
1925, and by the late 1930's
a large segment of the groTuesday, March 18
cery industry was following
Betty Sledd Mission Group of
the supermarket approach Memorial Baptist Church will
'Ye olde butcher shop was meet with Barbara Chilcutt at
replaced by the market sec- 7:30 p.m.
tion of the supermarket

BOONE'S

Winter Special
Through the month of March brighten up your
home while our

CARPET &
DRAPERY
CLEANING

,s 15% OFF
* Free Estimates *

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

BooNE,S

Price
i53-2552

North 111k
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Ave.
The Cleaners Interested In You'. story
ON Nola

4

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.

Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in her
wedding gown of candlelight
Qiana with a matching headpiece. She carried a bouquet of
white orchids and roses.
Mrs. L. Keith Vonliall of
Langdon, North Dakota, sister
of the bride, was her only attendant. She wore a light blue
floor length dress with a matching headpiece. She carried a
single long stemmed white rose.
L. Keith VonHall, brother-inlaw of the bride, served as best
man.
The bride's mother chose to
wear an off-white floor length
dress with sequined jacket.
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the home
of the bride's parents.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a white lace cloth with
silver and crystal accessories.
White tapers in silver holders
adorned the table.
Miss Lisa Pry, sister of the
bride served the three tiered
wedding cake, trimmed in blue,
topped with a bride and groom
statuette, punch, coffee, nuts,
and mints.
After the ceremony the couple
left for a short wedding trip to
Denver and the Mountains.
Airman Adams returned to
Channute Air Force Base in
Illinois, where his bride joined
him for his graduation.
Following his graduation they
visited his family in Murray
enroute to Apple Valley,
California where the groom is
stationed at George Air Force
Base.

Postnuptial Event
A tea-shower was held in
honor of the couple in the lovely
home of Mrs. Charles Outland,
Holiday Road. Other hostesses
for the occasion were:
Mesdames W. B. McCuiston,
James Rogers, William Sams,
Joe McC,oart, Ann Stallons,
Jimmy Rickman and Norman
Lane.
Cake, pinch, nuts and mints
were served from the dining
table, which was overlaid with
an off white cut-work linen cloth
centered with a silver pitcher
with blue and white mums and
lilies of the valley. Five multilength white tapers in matching
silver holders were an interesting focal point of the
table. Silver and crystal appointments were used.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Kay Adams, sister of
the groom. The table was
overlaid with an off-white
embossed cloth, centered with a
silver bud vase with blue mums
and lilies of the valley.
The honoree chose for the
occasion a lovely light blue floor
length dress. Mrs. Kenneth
Adams, mother of the groom,
chose a tan long skirt with a
dark brown blouse and Mrs.
Herman Sams, maternal
grandmother of the groom,
chose a light tan dress trimmed
in dark brown. They all wore
corsages of white daisies.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a harvest gold can
opener.
Approximately seventy
guests called during the afternoon.

The Gamma, or the Murray
and First District, Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma recently
held a luncheon meeting at the
Holiday Inn in Mayfield, with
the president, Dr. Halene H.
Visher, Murray, presiding.
Mrs. Ruth Tucker of
Mayfield, serving as chairman
presented the program on
-Expanding Her Personal
Involvement - Personal Growth
and Services," which consisted
of these discussions relative to
what is being done by the different agencies for the senior
citizens:
"What the Government Is
Doing," Miss Jo Anna
Rowland; ''What Fulton and
Fulton County Are Doing," Mrs.
Katherine Moore; "What
Mayfield and Graves County
Are Doing," Mrs._ Imogene
Monroe; "What Teachers Can
Do for Senior Citizens," Mrs.
Evelyn Kesterson; and "What
You As Christian Human
Beings Can Do for Senior
Citizens," Mrs. Rath Tucker.
Mrs. Tucker impressively
emphasized that one should not
overlook the shut-ins, those
unable to mingle with the
outside world.
Two new members were
elected: Mrs. Carolyn Sparks,
an elementary teacher in the
Mayfield City Schools; and Mrs.
Clara W. Humphrey, chairman
of the English Department of
Murray High School.

The members who attended
were Mrs. La Nette Allen, Miss
Patti Bolin, Miss Evelyn
Bradley, Mrs. Nellie Ruth
Caldwell, Miss Ruth E. Cole,
Mrs. Lucinda Darnall, Mrs.
Katie Mae Doran, Mrs. Dulcie
Douglass, Miss Clara Eagle,
Miss Alice Sue Fairless, Mrs.
Joyce Fortin, Mrs. Myrtle
Futrell, Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
Miss Imogene Heath, Mrs. Lula
Belle Hodges, Mrs. Opal
Howard, Mrs. Mary Alice
Humphreys, Mrs. Evelyn
Kesterson, Miss Mary Lassiter,
Mrs. Merrie Virginia McIntosh,
Mrs. Imogene Monroe, Mrs.
Katherine Moore, Miss Sue
Morris, Mrs. Louise Overby,
Dr. Alton Presson, Miss Lovey
Raburn, Mrs. Edna Lynn
Radford, Miss Betty Rogers,
Mrs. Eva Ross, Mrs. Jo Anna
Rowland, Mrs. Margaret Rudd,
Miss Katy Belle Shaw, Miss
Ruby Lee Simpson, Mrs. Ruby
Suffill, Mrs. Carolyn Sullivan,
Mrs. Thelma Thomas, Mrs.
Ruth Tucker, Dr. Halene
Visher, Dr. Pauline Waggener,
Mrs. Golda Waters, Miss
Miss
Roberta
Whitnah,
Katherine Williamson, Mrs.
Wilna Wilson, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Wyatt.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Kesterson, Miss
Evelyn
Elizabeth Wyatt, Mrs. Imogene
Monroe, Mrs. Myrtle Futrell,
and Mrs. Margaret Pickard, all
of Mayfield.

Dirty
Carpet?
Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.
Shag Specialists and Commercial Grade in Home
or Business

Kirby Carpet
7534)359

500 Maple

Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
Mee at seven via:
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at Health Center at seven p. m.
Murray Bird Club will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at 7:3e p. m.
— -Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for Senior Citizens.
Faculty Trio recital of Leo
Blair, violin, Neale Mason,
violin-cello, and Thomas Baker,
piano, will be at 8:15 p. m. in the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
MSLI.
Wednesday, March 19
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will
have a chili supper at the
fellowship hall at six p.m. with
Ed Chrisrnan as guest speaker.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p. m. at Corvette
Lanes.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have a work shop on Bargello at
the City Hall at 1:30 p. m.

Professional

753-2552

Airman and Mrs. Kenneth Ray Adams

. The wedding vows of Miss
Lorelei Louise Pry, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lyle Pry,
Aurora, Colorado, and Airman
Kenneth Ray Adams,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Clay Adams
of Murray, were solemnized in a
lovely winter wedding at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. Paul
Lupkes, Aurora, Colorado,
The groom's grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Adams of Mayfield and Florida
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams
of Fulton.
Rev. Lupkes officiated at the
double ring ceremony solemnized at the fireside, which was
centered with a white taper in a
silver holder with single tapers
on each side. The couple later
lighted the white taper together
as a symbol of unity.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
potluck supper for members
and guests at the club house at
6:30 p. in. Hostesses will be
Mesdames James D. Outland,
Cliff Campbell, Gene Bailey,
and Lloyd Jacks.

Mrs. Ruth Tucker Presents
Gamma Chapter Program

Pry-Adams Vows Solemnized

Wednesday, March 19
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
the UDC will meet at the home
of Dr. Mildred Hatcher at 1-30
p.m. with Dr. Harvey Elder as
speaker.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Lowell
Palmer at 1:30 p. m.

the end
of problem banking

the beginning
of dependable banking service

It does begin at Peoples Bank.
We've grown with the community
and know the community's needs. Your needs.
If you don't know about us already, get to know us.
We're convenient, we're express service, we're full-service.
Whatever your banking needs, we're here to help.
And you'll find the smiles on the faces of our
employees refreshing. Because we enjoy serving you.
Bank on us to be a nice part of your day.

Visit the friendly Try our Express Serfolks at the Main vice Banking at the
Office,5th & Main TV Branch, 6th &
Main

Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m. at the
church.

Wednesday, March 19
-.-1w134inerverrire- of . Ynuttt Aft
Month the Murray High art
department will have an
house forfor all parents and interested persons from .8730 a.m
to 3:00 p.m.

Try our Convenient
Drive-In Windows
at 12th & Story and
12th & Chestnut
,

PEOiPLES BANit
• .
MURRAY U KY.
Member FDIC
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Your Individual Horoscope

7)7

francssrak.
FOR TUESDAY,MARCH 18, iris
Look in the section in which AQUARIUS
your birthday comes and find lJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
what your outlook is, according
There is a prevalent tendency
to the stars
toward
unconventionality.
Don't join those who are inARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 gro% discreet. Bend backwards, in
A certain amount of daring fact, to give a good example of
could prove profitable now but the wisdom of conservative
don't let your imagination run action.
out of bounds. The Arlen has a PISCES
lot of common sense. USE it! (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Extraordinarily fine inTAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211 t:SIW fluences! There will be many
If you tried and did not attain, means at your disposal for
review well before trying the achieving goals, reaping an
same thing again. A new abundant harvest of gratifying
method could turn the trick. rewards. A time for ACTION!
Don't become discouraged.
YOU BORN TODAY are
GEMINI
endowed with a high order of
(May 22 to June 211
intellect and an extremely
A new surge of energy should outgoing personality—different
carry you far along the road to from most Pisceans, who are
success and recognition. But be usually more introspective. You
sure of your goals. Don't scatter have the extreme sensitivity of
energies.
the Piscean, however, and are
CANCER
as quick to discern the needs of
(June 22 to July 23)
others. This coupling of talents
In both business and financial makes you a "natural" in the
matters, use only time-tested fields of politics, education, the
procedures. Don't attempt law, sociology and the
anything risky. And DON'T try managership of large infor the unreasonable.
stitutions. You also have the
brilliant creativity bestowed by
LEO
your Sign and, properly
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
developed,
could excel in the
Highly favorable solar infields
of art, music or literature.
fluences should give you new
incentive, spur your ambitions, Science and fields involving
give you surer appreciation of travel are also congenial outlets
the many benefits within your for your talents. And, governed
by Neptune, you will be
reach.
inevitably attracted to all things
VIRGO
maritime. Traits to curb:
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A business-like, but also an moodiness and tendencies
toward
excessive gambling.
understanding approach to all
matters will be needed for best Birthdate of: Grover Cleveland,
returns. Some friction possible, 22nd and 24th Pres., U.S.A.

in Hose

but don't add fuel to the fire.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ar-I
A day for gathering information, sifting details of a
project you have in mind. Well
prepared, you should conclude
it satisfactorily.
SCORPIO
!Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) n'etr•
Auspicious influences indicate new opportunities,
reception of delayed recognition, the successful conclusion
of pending negotiations. All in
all, a good day!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Be alert now. Scrutinize all
situations before acting. Rule
out doubt, fear of failure. You
have the know-how!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
You must reckon with strong
opposition now. But with tact,
good judgment and your innate
perceptiveness, you should be
able to overcome it.
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Group Meeting
Group II of the First Christian
Church Christian Women's
Fellowship met Tuesday,
March 4, in the home of Mrs.
Guthrie Churchill with Mrs.
Jean Bordeaux and Mrs. P. A.
Hart as cohostesses.
The meeting was opened with
the fellowship prayer. Mrs. A.
B. Austin, chairman, presided.
Mrs. Bill Parks, secretary, read
the minutes.
Mrs. Nell Robbins introduced
Mrs. Leslie Pickard who gave
the lesson on "The Christian
and The Changing Family,"
using the same topic for her
de.,otional comments.
Lovely refreshments were
served to the twenty members.

Working
for yourself
is great...

till you get
sick or injured.
Often a small company cannot provide important
fringe benefits . such as hospitalization and
surgical-medical plans Today, a siege of illness
can wipe out a savings account or cripple a small,
individually-owned business That's why you
should consider Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky Nongroup Health Care Plans
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky offer
a choice of plans that cover you as well as your
entire family — including all unmarried children
from birth up to 19 years old
So, if you're your own boss, or work where
there are less than 10 employees, contact:
Enrollment Department. 3101 Bardstown Road,
Louisville, Kentucky 40205, for full information
on Blue Cross and Blue Shield Nongroup Health
Care Plans
Group plans may be formed where there are
five or more eligible employees
Helping you get good health care you can afford

Blue Cross
Blue Shoe4d
cie
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J. W. Jones, librarian at North Elementary School, is presented a copy of the Library Service
Project by Vickie Cunningham, chairman of the Murray Area Vocational Education MA Chapter committee for the project. Others, left to right, are Donna McMullin, Sharon fandrich, and
Debbie Lee.

North Elementary Library Service
Project To Re Entered In Contest

PERSONALS•

HOSPITAL PATIENT
The Murray Area Vocational Jones to complete this project
Mrs. Hubert Latham of
Education Center Chapter of knowing that the North
FBLA has voted to enter its Calloway elementary students Murray has been dismissed
Lourdes -Hospital,
North Elementary Library would be able to use their from
Paducah.
Service Project as its Most library.
Original Project at the Regional
Conference on April 3 at Murray
State University.
The project committee—
IP*
Vickie Cunningham, Chairman;
Beverley Rogers, Debbie Lee,
and
Sharon
Fandrich—
presented J. W. Jones,
tri
l,
...peak'74CUT
librarian,
and
Johnny
Bohannon, principal, with a
copy of the report which
By Abigail Van Buren
summarized the work the
chapter did at the library.
Chapter members helped to
Three-way
get the new library organized
and set up as quickly as
possible. The chapter members
worked with Mrs. Jones to:
unpack books and materials;
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been happily
repair books and other
married for eight years. No kids.) I thought we had a
damaged materials; sort books,
perfect marriage, and so did everybody else in town. We're
audio visual aids, library cards,
in business here, and everybody knows us.
etc.; prepare a master list of all
Last year a friend of my husband's was killed, and my
husband started helping his widow. I was never invited to
books and audio visual aids;
along when he was helping her with whatever he was
go
and
renumber the books
helping her with so much. He helped her over several
combine the two card catalogs;
weekends, so I finally told her that I needed him to help ME
label and file audio visual
on weekends, but she didn't seem to care.
materials; and index, classify
Finally, I found a love note in my husband's pocket. It
and shelve the books.
was from her to him. Signed, too. I accidentally found it in
The chapter members said
his pocket.(This woman was supposed to have dearly loved
they enjoyed working with Mr.
her husband.) I know that this woman and my husband had
no previous affair going while her husband was living.
Now, my husband has moved out of our house and is
living with her. And on Main Street yet. I asked him if he
wanted a divorce, and he said: "No." He is supporting. me
and living with her. He says I am a wonderful woman but he
March 11, 1975
was just drawn to her. He knows if I divorced him, she
Adult 125
would expect him to marry her, and he doesn't want that.
Nursery 2
I have a question for you: Which of the three of us is the
biggest fool? Me, for still caring for him? Him, for
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
destroying his image in town? Or her, for letting him live
DISMISSALS
with her and ruin her reputation?
LEFT-OVER LADY
Charles H. Cone, Rt. 2,
Benton, Richard L. Dick, Rt. 8,
DEAR LEFT: I would can it • three-way tie.
Murray, Mrs. Brenda K.
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: I am a woman, not young anymore, and I
Annettia Dotson, Rt. 8, Benton,
am married to a man who is older than I am. He's in poor
health, and stubborn as a mule. He refuses to make a will,
Mrs. Martha J. Key, Rt. 4,
and I,am told that if he should die without making a will,
Murray, Harlon Black, Rt. 1,
government will take half of everything he has, and
the
Farmington, Mrs. June M.
there will be such a high tax on what is leftover, I may have
2002
Cunningham,
to go to the poor farm Is that true?
Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
I don't have much education and wouldn't know how to
Mrs. JoDee A. Lackey, Rt. 1,
talk to a lawyer, so please don't tell me to go to one. We are
Farmington, Mrs. Marilyn F.
not rich, but we have worked and saved for nearly fifty
Sanderson and Baby Boy, 8I77
years and I don't want to lose my security.
Guthrie Dr., Murray, Mrs.
, WORRIED
Polly E. Flora, 510 S. 10th.,
The
place
to
WORRIED:
get
the
facts is from a
DEAR
Murray, Mrs. Inez K. Knouff,
lawyer. Don't worry about your lack of education. He [or
200 S. 12th., Murray, Mrs.
she] will explain everything to you in language you can
Carolyn D. Ray, Box 98, Hazel,
understand. And don't be ashamed to ask questions.
Mrs. Livie B. Fennell, 1008
If the bank you do business with has• trust department,
Sharpe St., Murray, Mrs. Lola
it can also be helpful. Don't believe rumors. Get the facts;
M. Sonaike and Baby Boy, No.
you'll be glad you did.
1, Orchard Hgts., Murray, Mrs.
Floy M. Andrews, 500 Pine St.,
DEAR ABBY: I have a strange problem. I have been
Murray, Mrs. Ruth H. Johnhappily married for 14 years. My father-in-law remarried six
years ago. His wife has a habit of giving me second-hand
ston, 808 W. Main, Murray, Ike
gifts.
Gore, Box 41, Puryear, Tenn.,
In the days of the mini skirts, she gave me four half-slips
Mrs. Gladys Spann, 1409
that came down past my knee, a purse with a telephone
Dudley, Murray, Mrs. Anna L.
number in it, and six nightgowns that smelled of mothballs!
Jones, 1407 Vine, Murray,
This woman dresses hwautifully, has excellent taste in
Orville E. Boyd, 1704 W. Olive,
clothes, and I cannot imagine why she would pass on these
Murray, Buford Downey, Rt. 8,
second-hand gifts to me that she wouldn't wear herself. And
Box 610, Murray, Robert L.
she certainly can afford to buy new gifts.
Jones, 1625 W. Olive, Murray,
Should I return the next gift that is obviously
Mrs. Ruth L. Weston, Rt. 6, Box
second-hand, and tell her I have no use for it? Or should I
PUZZLED
say
it doesn't fit? Or what'
159, Murray, Tommy D. Workman, 703 S. 9th., Murray.
DEAR PUZZLED: Accept the gift graciously, and
dispose of it any way you wish.

tie in the
fools' sweepstakes

"Free Shoes"
Register for--3 Free Pair of
Naturalizers To Be Given Away On Saturday At 5p. m.
A New Experience In
Exciting Footwear!

March 17 thru 22 will be your chance to
preview all the new spring styles, colors
and materials in Naturalizer footwear.
Choose your foot flattery from our
Sa rasotta, 20.00

sandals,comfort casuals and
dressed up evening shoes.
Since the name is Naturalizer,
you can be sure of a

,

Braid, 211.80

Hospital Report

Kick Out the Quacks
Beware of a "sure cure" or
"remedy" for any cancer, the
American Cancer Society cautions. This is the language of the
(vac* whose unfounded claims
arid' unproven hielhods may
prevent of delay prompt and
proper treatment for cancer. In
case of doubt, seek the advice
of your local ACS. -

Martini, 24.00111'

ft
1
Tosco, 22.00

Saturn, 27.00

CONFIDENTIAL TO DONALDA IN SHAKER
HEIGHTS: Ghia who wear see-through blouses are easily
seen through.
Everyone heti a problem. What's yours? Fur • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, LA., Calif. 90069.
- erisielope, 'please.
Enricair hempist-hierreddrlallie
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Abigail
Know," send 81 to
Van Buren, "132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 1200 envelope.
.

great collection of open and airy

Linwood, 23.80

Banner, 25.80

beautiful fit.
20,00 to 27.00
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Consumer Comments

GUEST EDITORIALS

Foreign Aid History
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United
States has spent an estimated $164 billion
for foreign aid since 1946 to rebuild Europe
and Japan, help develop poor countries
and arm its allies.
Some of the U.S. aid has been used for
diplomacy, such as keeping nonaligned
nations in that status in the 1950s and most
recently to help negotiate a Middle East
peace.
The $164 billion was estimated Monday
by the House Appropriations Committee in
a report accompanying a $3.5 billion appropriation bill it approved, including $2.8
billion for more foreign aid.
The committee estimated the federal
government has probably paid $106 billion
in interest on borrowing for the$164 biI
lion,for a grand total of $270 billion.
The new bill shows the mix of purposes
that U.S. aid serves.
There is $490 million for military
aseistance, not much above the $375
million low hit in 1969, to be allocated as
the Ford administration thinks best among
nearly 50 countries. Congress recently
voted to eliminate all military aid eventually.
The bill includes no military aid for
Cambodia or South Vietnam, despite
Ford's warning that Cambodia will fall
without it. The Indochina aid request is
being considered separately in Congress.
The new bill also includes $300 million
for foreign credit loans to buy U.S. arms,
all of it for Israel.
There is $2 billion for a broad range of
economic assistance including food
programs, population planning, health,
education, economic development and
famine and dice%ter relief.
In a new twist for U.S. aid, the $2 billion
also includes $674.5 million as part of
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger's effort to bring about a Middle East peace.
That money includes $324.5 million for
Israel, $250 million for Egypt and a $100
million fund possibly going partly to
Palestinians and Syria. The money is intended to make America an unbiased
peacemaker, adding peaceful development throughout the Middle East.
The mix of U.S. aid goals has evolved
from what started in 1946 as U.S. loans for
reconstruction in Europe and Japan after
World War II and became the formal
European Recovery program in 1948.
It began almost entirely as a reconstruction program, with only about $1.4
billion of the $26 billion approved by 1950
going to military uses.
But with strong U.S. backing of
Nationalist China on Taiwan in 1949 and
the beginning of the Korean war in 1950,
the program turned into the combination
of economic and military aid that it has
been since.
U.S. aid hits peak of $7.5 billion in 1951,
including $5.2 billion for military aid and
$2.3 billion for economic aid.
It fell to a low of $1.75 billion in 1969 $1.38 billion for economic aid and $375
million for military aid - and has steadily
risen since then to the new $2.8 billion
level.
The 1969 low for foreign aid is explained
by the fact that Congress then approved

what was then the biggest single defense
bill in history: $71.9 billion, including $25
billion for the Vietnam war.
In addition to the estimated $140 billion
military cost of the Vietnam war, the
House Appropriations Committee report
estimates that South Vietnam has received
$22.5 billion in U.S. aid - more than any
other country.
The Defense Intelligence Agency
estimates U.S. military aid to South Vietnam has totaled about $12 billion since
1966, rising from $393 million that year to a
peak of $2.3 billion in 1973.
The House committee report says $1.7
billion in U.S. aid has gone to Cambodia,
$2.3 billion to Laos and $1.9 billion to Thailand.
The report says other major recipients
of U.S. aid after South Vietnam have been
South Korea, $11.9 billion; India, $7.6
billion; France, $7.3 billion; England, $6.4
billion; Turkey, $6.3 billion; Nationalist
China,$5.9 billion, and Italy,$5.5 billion.
The U.S. aid to India, largely in the late
1950s and early 1960s, was typical of
American use of its aid to help nonaligned
nations to maintain their economies and
not be vulnerable to Communist
takeovers.
The most recent major policy shift for
U.S. aid is the Nixon Doctrine, formulated
by President Richard M. Nixon, to supply
military aid rather than U.S. troops to
allies.
Congress has not supported that doctrine. It has already voted to direct
President Ford to submit a plan this year
for the eventual elimination of all U.S.
military aid.

Ed W. Hancock
Attorney General of Kentucky
Were nearing the most moving season
of the year, when millions of people pack
up their belongings and move to a new
address. Already many families are in a
quandary as to which mover they should
select. Help is on the way for those consumers who will be moving from one state
to another.
All household movers now must give a
copy of that mover's performance record
for the previous calendar year to consumers who are considering a move. That
record will show how often the mover was
late in picking up goods and in delivering
them. It also will show the percentage of
shipments where the mover underestimated the cost by more than 10 per
cent, how often claims for more than $50
were filed against the mover and the
average length of time it took to settle
those claims.
If you are planning a move, have two or
three or four companies give you
estimates and compare both the estimates
and the past performance records. The
information about individual consumer's
shipments will be Listed as "c. o. d. shippers." Although past performance is not a
guarantee of future performance, consumers will be able to compare records
and to have some idea of the likelihood of
moving problems.
Keep in mind, however, that the records
reflect the entire company's performance
and riot necessarily that of the local agent
who will be handling your move. The agent
in your town or city may be better or
worse. Compare the overall company
records and then ask around in your
locality for receot experiences with the
local agents. And don't forget, no matter
which company or which local agent you
choose, it's the driver t along with the
packers and those unloading and loading
the truck or van who has ultimate control
over when and in what condition your
goods arrive.
And speaking of moving experiences,

Funny Funny Work!

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
A woman in love has stars in her eyes
She ignores the cloud over. Once married,
however, she soon comes to the conclusion
that it would have been much better for
her peace of mind if she had kept her eyes
on the'round.

BOOKS
Sir James M. Barrie was afflicted with
an arthritic conditioa which made hia_..
handwriting nearly illegible to strangers.
One morning in the mail, he received train
an author a copy of her first novel. In an
accompanying letter, she asked for his
opinion. The book contained so little of
merit that Barrie was prompted to write
the lady a note, in his own hand, telling her
in rather direct language what he thought
of it. Several days passed. Then he
received another letter from the novelist.
It had taken her a little time to decipher
his scrawl, she explained, but having
SUuceedeCI al last, she was happy to
acknowledge his offer of marriage and
would give it serious attention. Toledo
Blade
Maybe the printed word is on the way
out, but important people still have their
publicity portraits taken in front of a book
shelf, instead of leaning on a TV set. Bill
Vaughan
In 1902, Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of
Sherlock Holmes, was knighted by King
Edward VII. Sir Arthur let it be known that
he would be happier without the honor,
accepted it only to avoid offending the
monarch. However, he did find a sure way
to indicate his displeasure. In the book he
was writing at the time. Holmes was offered a knighthood and Doyle had him turn
it down. St. Louis Post Dispatch
The author of "The Sex Letters" sent an
autographed copy to his mother, who read
a few pages and then hid the book. She
explained that she didn't want her maid or
her friends to know that the author is her
son, Dr. Harold Greenwald. Bob
Sylvester

HEARTL1NE
1401-543-2450
HEARTL1NE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions-fast. Call Monday through
Friday from 9 a. m. until 5 p. in. or write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Remember HEART-LINE pays lei all :ars on its toll-free
number.
1-800-543-2450
Heartline : Have the amounts of supplemental annuities changed for railroad
retirees' P. T.
Answer • Not really. Previously, a
retiree's regular annuity was reduced
when he received a supplemental annuity.
Though the supplemental annuities ranged
from $45 to $70, the reduction in the regular
annuity generally meant that the retiree
had a net gain of only about $23 to $43.
Under the new system, supplemental
annuities awarded after changeover range
from $23 to $43, but there is no offset in the
regular annuity. Thus, there is no real
change in the net amount.
Heartline: I have been a common-law
wife for 13 years. My husband is now going
to retire. We are both • age 65. Can I collect
from his social security? We did live in
Idaho but recently moved to Ohio. W. B.
Answer: Both Idaho and Ohio recognize
common-law marriages. However, many
other states do not and it is always best to
check with your local social security office.

Let's Stay Well

Prevention Of Tooth Decay
Keep on brushing your teeth
regularly, urges the American
Dental Association
Confusion arose recently over
reports by the British press
alleging that frequent tooth'
brushing had no beneficial
effects on cavity prevention in
13,000 British and Welsh
youngsters
The British study included 5year-old children Those who
brushed their teeth three times
daily had as much tooth decay
,who brushed leas than
as thorn
daily Older age groups of
children had significantly less
"decay when they brushed
regularly.
u The Arriericate 'Dental Afisoett •
ation contacted the British group
and learned that the findings
cannot be taken as evidence that
brushing has no effect on decay
rate Instead, the 5-year-olds had

here are some more tips for consumers
who are moving interstate:
1. Before you sign an order for service
with a company, you should be given a
booklet called "Summary of Information
for Shippers of Household Goods." Read
it-it's very important.
2. Find out how much you will be paid for
lost or damaged goods. Be sure you understand the extent of the mover's
liability. Additional protection is
available; ask the mover to explain the
choices available to you.
3. During the unloading, count all containers and check each item for damage.
Do not sign an inventory sheet until you
have noted every bit of damage, no matter
how little, on that sheet. And when you do
sign, add these words: "subject to further
inspection for concealed loss or damage."
4. When your belongings arrive, be
prepared to pay the driver with cash,
money order, Cashiers Check or any other
arrangement you have made with the
company that is in accordance with state
or federal regulations. If the actual cost is
more than the estimate, you will be
required to pay the estimated amount plus
10 per cent additional. You then will have
15 business days to pay any remaining
balance. On moving day, you need only
have enough to cover the estimate plus 10
per cent.
5. If you have any damage, complain to
the company in writing and state an approximate dollar amount. If you get no
response within 30 days, complain to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, which
has area offices in Lexington 606-252-2312
and Louisville 1502-582-5167 If the moving
company denies your claim or offers to
settle for a smaller amount than you think
is fair, write to the company and object
within 30 days.
If you have a consumer complaint,
contact the Attorney General's Division of
Consumer Protection, The Capitol, Room
34, Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601. Kentucky
consumers can call toll-free on the consumer hotline: 1-800-372-2960.

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: LOCAL CONTROL ESSENTIAL

HARRIGAN

Every city has its problems, however.
HOUSTON,Tex.-At a time when many
And every American community is being
great cities are reeling under the effects of
pressured to turn away from private
recession, Houston continues to thrive.
initiatives and accept collectivist solutions
With its vast complex of industries along
or approaches which undercut individual
the ship canal, its deep involvement in oil
rights. Houston is no exception.
and chemical fields and its base in the
A case in point is the current effort in
agriculture of the Texas hinterland,
Houston to require the city to accept
Houston is doing very well in riding out the
collective bargaining for Houston firemen
storm. With new construction under way, a
This is seen by many Houston citizens as
visitor gets the impression of a booming
the entering wedge for large-scale comcity of the early seventies-not the
pulsory unionization of public employes
troubled American city of the midThe issue will be decided in a special
seventies.
referendum March 22.
Opportunities and challenges are
A group of concerned citizens in Houston
nothing new to this city. Since 1915, when
have formed an organization called
the ship canal was dredged, this city has
Citizens For [kcal Control. It has warned
gained fabulous wealth. Though 50 miles
that collective bargaining for firemen
from the Gulf of Mexico, the canal made it
could lead to outside control of vital local
possible for this city to become the leading
matters.
deep-sea port of the world. Vision on the
Certainly, this is the experience of
part of the city's leaders and emphasis on
elsewhere. When comeconomic
the
communities
produced
private initiatives
pulsory unionism is imposed on public
miracle on the flat prairies at the head of
---'-employes, local government is seriously
Galveston Bay.
undermined. Local government is elected
and properly represents all the people. But
the authority of local government
frequently is challenged by powerful
unions which threaten to deny vital services to the people.
fh.The emaciated Neu
There's a world of difference between a
strike against a single employer and a
Today is Monday, March 17,the 76th day
public employe strike which shuts down
of 1975. There are 289 days left in the year.
hospitals and pulls firemen and policemen
This is St. Patrick's Day.
off their jobs. This is the real meaningToday's highlight in history:
the real threat-of collective bargaining
In 1776, British troops evacuated Boston
for public employes.
during the Revolutionary war. They had
When unions seek to organize firemen,
been under siege since the Battle of
policemen, hospital workers, garbagemen
Bunker Hill seven months earlier.
and other public employes, they are enOn this datedeavoring to get their hands on the throat
In 1836, the Republic of Texas adopted a
of a community. A city with firemen on
constitution.
strike, for example, is exposed to the most
In 1926, Brazil and Spain blocked Gerterrible of dangers.
many's admission to the League of
Thus when voters in a city authorize
Nations.
collective bargaining, they are, in effect,
In 1938, during the Spanish Civil War,the
authorizing the emergence of a second
loyalist-held city of Barcelona was bomgovernment in the community-_a unionbed.
which has the power to cripple the life of
In 1941, the National Gallery of Art was
that community when it so desires. The
opened in Washington.
fact that numerous communities have
In 1959, Ilbet's Dalai Lama escaped to
experienced strikes by public employes
India during an uprising against the
makes clear that unions will gravely enChinese garrison in Tibet.
danger communities in order to get their
Heartline: It is impossible for me to
In 1970, charges were made again.% 22
way.
locate my birth certificate. What other
American army officers and enlisted men
Hopefully, in Houston, the voters will
proof will social security accept? S. A.
in the slaying of Vietnamese civilians at understand what is at stake in the March
Answer: The list is long. Almost any
My Lai in South Vietnam.
22 referendum.
official document which has your date of
Ten years ago: The man known as the
In our time, the survival of great citiesbirth would be acceptable. Without a birth
grand old man of football, Amos Alonzo indeed of the entire country-depends not
certificate, you should take at least two
Stagg, died at a Stockton, Calif., nursing
only on happy circumstances such as
documents to prove your age. These could
home at 102.
resources but on adherence to the prinbe your school records, insurance policy,
Five years ago: The United States cast ciples of freedom, both economic and
marriage license, voting record, passport,
its first veto in the U.N. Security Council, individual.
military record, labor union record or
supporting Britain's refusal to use force
Freedom in 1975 is threatened in a
vaccination record.
against Rhodesia's white government.
variety of ways. Local control of cornHeartline: I know that a serviceago:
year
One
President Richard Nixon
munities is being assaulted from all sides.
connected disability will not be affected by
notified the European Common Market Unless America's great cities uphold the
increase in income, but will my nonservice
to
he
plans
that
Europe
cancelled
visit
had
right to work, for example, they face a
connected disability be affected due to an
in April.
very dim future.
increase in income? T. J.
Civil
Today's
leader
birthdays:
rights
Answer: Yes.
Bayard
65.
is
Senator
Rustin
Democratic
Heartline: Is the deduction we get as
John Pastore of Rhode Island is 68.
Senior Citizens based on gross income or
Thought for today: Don't go around
taxable income? S. C.
Merritt 0. Marine of Murray has been
saying the world owes you a Living. The
Answer: An individuals' gross income
world owes you nothing; it was here first appointed vice-president in charge of sales
determines whether he should or should
training
for Insurance Investors Trust
- Mark Twain, 1835-1910.
not file a return.
Company, Louisville.
Mrs. Fannie Suiter of Hardin Route One
died this morning at the Benton Municipal
Hospital.
Col. Tom Brown of Lynhurst Resort is
pictured at the Travel Show in Chicago, Ill.
Sara Hughes, Diane Larson, Patsy
Spann, and Andrea Lassiter of Murray
have been elected officers of Alpha
J011s ii \NH.f
Omicron Pi sorority at Murray State
College.
Mrs. Dewdrop Rowlett was guest
category totaled almost as much as sales.
NEW YORK (API- A curious thing is
And in the growth and income category, speaker at the meeting of the Murray High
happening in the mutual fund industry,
redemptions actually exceeded sales by School Chapter of the Future Homemakers
and if interest rates continue to fall it may
of America.
more than $300 million.
evolve into something deserving of a more
But the money market funds sold more
descriptive adjective.
than $2.3 billion of shares, an enormous
Here is the background: Several years
leap in one year from sales of just $3
ago many thousands of Americans abanmillion. "Money market funds were
doned mutual fund investments, seeming
First place winners in the various age
clearly the start on the financial stage in
to prefer instead a safer depository for
groups of the contest for builders of bird
1974,"
one
said
fund
president.
infor
bonds,
and
banks
in
funds
their
houses by the Calloway County ConBut now comes the test. Interest rates
stance.
servation Club were Jimmy Fain, James
are falling, and it was high interest rates
This coincided with a decline of the stock
Glen Rogers, Woody Herndon, Bob Ket,
market as an outlet for discretionary fun- that almost solely gave the money market
Ernie Rob Bailey, and John Koertner.
ds. Since the mutual fund industry was in- funds that big boost. Meanwhile, the stock
Pvt. Blondie McClure and Pvt. James
market seems to have regained some
vested almost entirely in stocks, it was
Cooper have completed eight weeks of
vitality.
believed they couldn't do better than
Army basic combat training at Fort Knox.
So far, redemptions of money market
stocks.
Eugene Tarry, Sr., died this morning at
funds have been relatively modest,
Last year the flight from mutual funds
the Murray Hospital. He was 76.
although rising. But can these funds conslowed. In fact, net sales totaled $1.4
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, professor of
billion, the best sales year since 1970. It
tinue to attract customers'
European History at Murray State
wasn't that redemptions didn't continue;
The test isn't long off, especially if a new
College, will be the speaker at the annual
investment climate, based on a belief in
they did. The change resulted from a
Murray State Basketball Tournament on
brand-new product.
economic expansion, takes hold. The
March 24 at Wells Hall,
The new item was the money market
money market funds depended to a great
County Agent S. V. Foy said a tobacco
fund, which invests in bank certificates of
extent on uncertainty and insecurity in the
production meeting will - be held at his
deposits, commercial paper-money lent by
stock market.
office on March 18.
one company to another. Treasury bills
and the like, all of which pay interest. -Since interest rates hit historic highs,
the money market funds,so called because
The Ileum% lodger X 1.r.n,. Is published every carriers. 12 25 per month payoble in advent*
they can be turned into cash quickly, did
afternoon wave, Sundays, July 4, Chris tmas ay mall in Calloway County and to Denton, Hor
extremely well. Their sales soared.
Day.
New Veisr s Day and Thanksgiving by, din Mayfield Sedolto ond Forrnngton Ky ond
Meanwhile, the rest of the industry has
woo co. tvulavo In. 103 N 4t1, ii, Murray. Par;, Bur kranon and Puryeor, Tenn., $1
s .„

Today In
History

10 Years Ago

Curious Trend In Mutual Funds

BLASINGAME
By FJ.L Blasmgame, NI I)
thy and enjoy them.
poor results because of improper those who regularly used sweets
brushing.
Take time for proper brustung
Q. Mr F.M. inquires whether
The parents of the 5-year-olds after meals Limit the eating,of he should
be concerned about a
admitted that they rarely sweets Have regular periodic
checked on the brushing -- how dental checkups Such a pro- firm lump in the side of his face,
and when it was done. Benefits gram will bring dental health, below and in front of the lobe of
of brushing are greatest whet' save money. and prevent tooth his right ear. The growth LS
atmi one-half inch in diameter.
done shortly after eating. loss and suffering
smooth and not tender He has
especially if food calla iris sugars
Q. Mns M.M. is concerned not had an examination of the
and starches
These foods furnish material because her two children are tumor
A Your description of the
for acid-forming bacteria to more active and difficult to concause reaction with the teeth trol than their two cousins and ,characteristcs and location of
wonders, as a mother, if it is the lump makes it probable that
and encourage decay.
The average 5-year-old cannot became she is not raising her the growth is in the salivary
gland (parotid) on the side of
be expected to brush properly children properly.
A. Remember that children Air face Such a lump is usually
and sufficiently long for for
effective results. Supervision differ in their energy drives, a mixed tumor. Sometimes,such
and encouragement are esen- emotioris and personalities lint a tumor begun to grow It often
nal in most children of this age. as adults differ. Reasonable tends to recur if not completely
-aisteasit-a - •Children of • all ages who - firmness temdiestaceindisemilve,.zeraisAatpaNpeahokild. .„
brushed regularly had lees gum ing children, and it is wise to he physician. Fre may suggest that
itstumor
be
removed while it is
consistent. Take care to adjust to
disease.
small and thaf it be examined
In the British study. the 5-year- the needs of your children and
microscopically.
olds who avoided sweets had don't expect them to be like their
United Feature Synaicate
decidedly fewer cavities than cousins Try to develop an empa-

20 Years Ago
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Sarah Sams Named
To Represent Rotary
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was guest
Murray High
Homemakers

Miss Sarah Sams, a sophomore music
education major at Murray State University, has been selected by the Murray
Rotary Club as its representative in
District 671's competition for a Rotary
Foundation scholarship entitling the winner to one year of all-expenses-paid study
abroad.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sams,
Murray, Miss Sams, 19, will compete in
April for the district scholarships with candidates from other clubs among the 53-club
Rotary district.
If selected, Miss Sams said her first
choice would be to study in Fontainebleu in
Fontainebleu, France, and her second
choice would be the Paris Conservatory in
Paris. Both are among the most
prestigious music schools in the world.
In speaking before the Murray club
Thursday, Miss Sams said, if realized,
such an opportunity to study abroad would
enable her to greater develop her abilities
as a teacher, to learn to appreciate the life
styles of.people in a foreign country, to expand her awareness of the customs and
feelings of other people and to serve as an
ambassador of good will for the United
States abroad.
"To me, there are two universal
-7-languages — music and love," she told the
Rotarians, "and I would certainly go

representing you in both areas to the best
of my ability, in no way trying to convert
anyone to our life styles but sharing my
own personality and being open-minded to
their way of doing things."
In the summer of 1974, Miss Sams served
for 11 weeks as a summer missionary at
the Haleiwa Baptist Church on the island
of Oahu in Hawaii.
The Rotary Foundation provides five annual scholarship programs, known collectively as Rotary Foundation Awards for
International Understanding, under which
the category in which Miss Sams is competing, the undergraduate scholarship,
falls.
The others are graduate fellowships,
technical training, scholarships for
teachers of the handicapped and the group
study exchange.
All of these awards involve people going
abroad to study, to absorb, to learn and to
communicate — with special emphasis on
working with Rotarians and others in the
task of promoting better understanding
among the people of different nations.
Serving on the Murray club's Rotary
Foundation scholarship committee which
selected Miss Sams were Wilson Gantt,
Thursday's program chairman, C. 0. Bondurani, Joe Prince, David Roos and
Gingles Wallis.

Open 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Sole Now In Progress - Good Ara Wed.

Bob Gable Announces Candidacy
Bob
Gable,
Stearns
businessman and a Republican,
announced today that he is a
candidate for governor of
Kentucky.
Gable, 41, said that the
economic well-being of every
Kentuckian will be a key part of
his campaign platform.

Students Seeking
Financial Aid
Must File Forms
All students who plan to seek
financial assistance at Murray
State University for the 1975-76
school year must complete and
submit the necessary forms by
April 1,
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid on the
campus, said a financial aid
application and an ACT Family
Financial Statement are
required for both new and
previous applicants for loans,
grants and student employment.
Among the types of assistance
available on the campus are:
National Direct Student Loans
INDSL); Supplemental
Educational Opportunity
Grants (SEOG); Nursing
Student Loans; -Nursing
Scholarships; and-or, student
employment under either the
University or Federal WorkStudy program.
Applications and financial aid
program information are
available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, Administration Building, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071.

Spring Break To
Begin Saturday
For Murray State
Classes at Murray State
University will be dismissed for
the annual spring break at noon
Saturday, March 22, and
resume at 7:30 a.m. on
Tuesday, April 1.
Administrative offices on the
campus will be closed March 27,
28 and 31.

HA said,
Government
economists think of people as
statistics; government
bureaucrats think of people as
categories; goverment
politicians think of people as
votes. In this campaign we will
think of people as human beings
with human concerns."
"We must attract to Kentucky
new indsutry with its promise of
new jobs. But even more important, our government must
work hand in hand with today's
Kentucky employers to keep the
jobs we have."
"These goals won't be met by
the
ecoliomists,
the
bureaucrats, or the politicians.
As a businessman with a social
conscience, I'd like to try to
meet these goals."
Gable also stressed the need
for a higher priority in spending
for primary and secondary
schools, and better access to
health care facilities and
doctors.
Gable was Parks Commissioner for Kentucky from
1967-70. In 1972 he was an unsuccessful candidate in the
Republican primary for the U.
S. Senate.
He is chairman of the Stearns
Coal and Lumber Company, a
business his family founded In
1902.
Gable is the founder and
chairman of the Kentucky
Council
on
Economic
Education; a director of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce; and a director of the
Kentucky Coal Association.
Speaking of his reasons for
becoming a candidate, Gable
said, "I run for governor
because the energy crisis says
that government must know
more about the energy
business. I run for governor
because Kentucky government
cries out for more management
and less politics. I run for
governor because Watergate
said honest private citizens
should get involved."
Gable is a graduate of
Stanford University and was a
Lieutenant (j. g.) in the United
States Navy, serving from 195658.
He was named by the Kentucky Jaycees as one of the
three "Outstanding Young Men
of Kentucky" in 1969.

Gable and his wife Emily
have three children: Jim, 15,
Beth, 13, and John, 9.
•
HOME FIRES
More than half a million
American homes are dam-,
aged or destroyed by fire
each year, according to National Fire Protection Association estimates. — CNS

Miss Sarah Sams, a sophomore muss education major, has
been named by the Murray Rotary Club to represent it in
District 671 competition for a Rotary scholarship entitling the
winner to one year's study abroad With Miss Sams is
program chairman Wilson Gantt.
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Travel Bags

Scope

4 Styles
Poiyurethene
Asstd. Colors

Mouthwash & Gargle

Reg. 2/slw

24 oz

Reg.'1.78

Reg. 7.94

84

3

99c

Easter lust wouldn't be
Easter without their own
Easter basket ...

"LITTLE DROOPIE"
EASTER BASKETS

Youth Week Church Staff for the special week of activities from March 16-21 at the First Baptist Church will be, left to right, Mark Vinson, minister of musk, Martha McKinney, minister of
youth and activities, Mike Outland, minister of education, Steve DeVoss, pastor, and David
Lyons, associate pastor. The youth
lead in the Sunday School and worship services Sunday.
Monday at seven p. m. the Youth Banquet and Randy Matthews Concert will be held. Other
events include youth-parent recreation night at Murray Middle School at seven p. m. Tuesday
youth led prayer service at seven p. m. Wednesday; talent show and recreation at seven p. m.
Thursday; youth recreation area open for all youth from seven to eleven p. m. on Friday. The
theme for the week is"A New Beginning."

Easter baskets wtth "Ltttte
Droopie stuffed dogs inside. Basket contains 2
0110Colate bunnies. 2 1/2
oz. net wt each. 4
suckers. 3 packs of !wily
beans and 1 toy animal

St. Patricks Day Special
30 Only To Sell

Mens
Knit
Lhew:b footsie renters
1
2-0z.(net wt.) Bags
6/

Tootsie
Roll
Pops

Sport
Coats
Values to '37.50

Reg. 774

.
7

SIX GREAT
CHAMPIONSHIP
COURSES!

r 'or

"GREEN THUMB"
HEADQUARTERS

4 DAYS
3 NIGHTS

Shop Roses for Your

PLAN INCLUDES:
Spacious bedroom • Color TV
18-holes Golf Daily
on one of 8 courses
3 golf bails—choice of brand
3 Breakfasts • 3 Dinners • Erhoy sleek,
Phme Rib, Lobate, Tall
Entertainment weekends

U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT PLACE
BILOXI. Min • TEL (501 351,1000
itrIeff:',7!`tke'

$21 00 daily after three nights
from Sept Ito May 30.
Arrangements available for
3rd person snaring mom
Does not include tax
or gratuity
Deposit policy—VS 00

Wheel Barrow
Reg. 15.99

Direct Jet Service
Sokithern Airyws
Tr43:1÷4eitres

kea WI- it Ai

ADDRESS
CITY, STATL...

Complete Gardening Needs

per person dbl. occupancy
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yl•a, odvoncik
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•
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Members of the Youth Senate of the First Baptist Church have led in the planning of activities
for Youth Week, March 16-21, at the church. Events are planned for each day from Sunday
through Friday,,Tbsy are, left to right. Apt row_Bruce.Rog,er, pstMtg,ls Young.secia0,t„,
-roW,-Shara
Janie flora, tuna Shipley, and Michele
Richardson, fourth row, Sarah Ross, Mike Outland, and Mark Vinson, Edward I. Walsh is
minister of youth of the church.

$1200

PAW
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Cinderella Comets Surprise
Tilghman To Capture Region

posses
140-14Wit - Everybody seems to he looking e bit sleepy here as Trees Goodwin (11) of Tdralsomm
the ball of to the side. Watching for the Comets ere Greg Carter (41)sod biers Martin (20)
(Ste Pbetee by Me irmilem)

Awesome Wildcats Mop
Marquette Offf
6-foot-11 freshman center.
''When they beat us earlier
9874 in December ), it was on
their court, on a night when
they played super, and on a
night when we played-lousy.
"I think we have made up
more than that 24-point difference and we can give them all
the basketball they want," Phillips added. -We're looking forward to a rematch."
Kentucky, trailing 28-25 at
halftime, destroyed the foul-plagued Warriors in the second
half behind the brilliant play of
Kevin Grevey, Jimmy Dan
Conner and Bob Guyette, a trio
of seniors.
Grevey, a second team AllAmerican,exploded for 15 of his
19 points after intermission,
Conner contributed 13 points
and a flawless floor game and
Guyette dominated the boards,
snaring 15 rebounds in the
game.
Al
"It's simple," said
McGuire, the outspoken Marquette coach. "I honestly think
Kentucky is a better club than
we are. They have too much
physique, too much talent, too
much depth. I believe we lost
to a much, much better ball
club, much better than a lot of
people think they are."

hurdle Saturday in a first mend
By ED SHEARER 'NCAA playoff game by smashAP Sports Writer
ing fifth-ranked Marquette 76TUSCALOOSA, Ala. AP
"If Kentucky plays as physical 54.
Central Michigan joined the
at Dayton as they did today
and we play like we did today, Dayton field with a 77-75 victopair
we'll have to make every shot ry over Georgetown on a
final
. to win," said Coach Dick Par- of free throws after the
buzzer by sophomore Leonard
. fitt of Central Michigan.
But, I like to think we can Drake on a disputed call.
Top-ranked Indiana, unbeaten
play much better," said the
• coach of the Mid-American in 30 games, will face Oregon
•
Conference champions who will State in the other Mideast semtangle with the awesome sixth- ifinal, with the Hoosiers and
ranked Wildcats Thursday Wildcats favored to thunder tonight in the NCAA Mideast Re- ward a Saturday showdown.
"We don't want to look past
gional basketball sernifinaLs.
Kentucky, dominating the Central Michigan, but I'd sure
second half with its physical like another shot at Indiana,"
. It strength, cleared a major said Mike Phillips, Kentucky's
4

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
You've heard it said that faith
can move a mountain. It happened Saturday night in the
Murray State Sports Arena.
With almost unbelievable
faith in themselves and the
willpower to turn that faith into
energy, the Carlisle County
Comets earned themselves a
trip to the State Tournament by
stunning top-rated Paducah
Tilghman 63-53 in the championship game at the First
Region Tournament.
Outsized but certainly not
outhustled, the Cinderella team
of the tournament had most of
the 6,000 fans supporting them
in their bid of revenging an
earlier 14-point loss to the Blue
Tornado.
Most basketball games are
won with streaks. And most
close games are won or lost by
free throw shooting. Both of the
maximums applied in the
Comet win.
Trailing 42,39 early in the
tourtn period, the Comets hit a
streak of eight consecutive
points, six of them on free

All-Star Team

TO THE VICTOR G06 - Pabort Morns of Griefs Canny does
little work with a knife as he arts dew, the lost end holds it op to
show the Comet fan whose isoudier one.
(lean Moms be Me Ilroriea)

BOSTON 1AP - Harvard
and Cornell produced the players for this year's Ivy League
all-star hockey first team, with
the Crimson winning four positions.
League coaches Saturday
named Harvard goalie Brian
Petrovek,ciefenseman Ed Rossi
and Forwards Randy Roth and
Jim Thomas to the first team,
along with Cornell's Ivy scoring
champ Dave Peace and defenseman Steve Bajinski.
Named to the second team
were goalie Kevin McCabe, defensernan John Ahern and forward Bob McIntosh of Brown,
defenseman Steve Janicek of
Harvard,forward Tom Fleming
of Dartmouth and Forward
Brian Campbell of Cornell.

DRYCLEANING
SPECIAL
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

TROUSERS
SKIRTS
SWEATERS

MIX
AND
MATCH

3 thr

NO LIMIT

1.60

SHIRTS
laundered to perfection!

on
ta
14111 Hangers

OneOne HOUR
c,Leanens

L)tiY
Folded

Cortes, Shogisiag Coate,
Open 7 o.m.-6 p.m Mon -Sot
Phoh• 753-9084

_
_
throws.
And in the last period,
Carlisle dumped in 18 of 20
charity tosses and finished the
game hitting on an incredible 25
of 29 from the line.
"We played a heckuva game,
that's all," Comet Coach Jim
Henley said.
"We just wanted it real bad.
We knew we could do it if we
just played good defense. Tilghman just didn't get the ball
inside the way they usually do."
The Comets, who led for a
great part of the first half, were
down 38-35 going into the last
period and didn't tie the score
until the 5:40 mark when senior
Greg Carter hit two chairty
tosses to knot the count at 42
apiece.
Then with 5:21 left in the
game, the big turning point
came.
Senior Robert Martin, out
near the point, turned and
whirled a "loop-de-too" pass
inside to Thomas Jenkins who in
turn leaped high in the air to
slap the ball in.
Jenkins was fouled on the
play and hit his free throw,

giving the Comets a 48-42 lead.
Just 34 seconds later,
following a Tilghman turnover,
Jenkins was fouled and hit two
more charity tosses to give the
Comets a 47-42 lead. But they
weren't home free yet.
Senior Cliff Robinson scored
on a tip and guard Brandon
Warren sacked a 20-footer and
with 4:06 left, the Comet lead
stood at just one point, 47-46.
Greg Carter then slapped in a
12-footer from the right corner,
followed with two free throws
and then at the 2:52 mark of the
game, reserve Robert De
Jarnatt hit from inside and the
Comets moved out 53-48.
That was as close as Tilghman could get. In the final two
minutes,the Comets shot 10 free
throws and hit them all.
Tilghman's greatest lead in
the contest was six points, that
being 22-16 early in the second
period. But by intermission, the
Comets had fought back and
tied the count at 28 all.
The Cornets went ahead at the
outset of the third period and led
all the way until when with 1:38
left to go, Charlie Dunbar
canned a 15-footer to give the

Tornado the lead again.
Tilghman padded its lead to
38-35 entering the final period.
Thomas Jenkins paced the
Comet scoring with 22 points,
hitting seven of 18 from the field
and eight of nine from the
stripe. Carter, playing one of his
finest games of his career,
pumped in 17 points and worked
his way inside for 11 big
rebounds.
Robert Martin also hit double
digits by tossing in 14.
For Tilghman, Robinson
closed his brilliant career by
getting 20 points. He was the
only Tilghman player in twin
figures.
Tilghman closes its campaign
with a 29-3 mark while the
Comets will carry their 23-9
record into their 1 p. m. match
Wednesday in Freedom Hall
against powerful Lexington

Henry Clay.
"They are big, strong and
very quick. They like to take the
ball off the boards and run with
it," Henley said.
And in the back of his mind,
he knew the same thing had
held true for Paducah Tilghman
too.
ONETS ft4u,
S. Mania
Jenkins
R. Marta
Garrett
Carter
De Jaroatt
Totalr

RobLoron
Proctur
Greer
Dunbar
Goodww
Warren
1rutebesd
Harvey
Wakien .
Totals
Carlisle
1106/3ao

•

04 2.2 2
7-11 6-9 8
0-16 4-4 6
1-2 4-4 1
1-13 7.10 11
1-1 0-0 0
1$43 2519 26
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3
3
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2 8
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Wildcats And Hooisers
Nearing Big Rematch
semifinals will then meet Satur- Junior Bridgeman's career-high
By FRED ROTRENBERG
day night in the finals, and 36 points and a strong bunch of
Al' Sports Writer
a twoTop-ranked Indiana is credit- when the dust clears, there will reserves to bust open
halftime. "I
ed with changing Kentucky's be four teams on their way to point game at
our bench,"
mild cats into Wildcats. And San Diego March 29-31 to crown think the key was
said Louisville Coach Denny
the Hoosiers could soon tangle a new charnoion.
Crum. "It was obvious in the
with their rampaging creation
Indiana took another large
minutes that Rutgers
since both teams appear to be step toward the coveted title by last 10
nearly as quick as they
on a collision course into the fi- whipping Texas-El Paso. And, was not
first half."
nals of the NCAA's Mideast Re- of course, the Hoosiers' dooms- were in the
gional next Saturday.
role.
day defense played a vital
Maryland guards John Lucas
Kentucky was manhandled by
"There's no question that our and Brad Davis fired long
DEMO FOR TWO - Theses hairs of Carla Csanty Isn't
Indiana 96-74 in December and defense is the most important
worried about throe Tighneen dofsadors es IN eines right past all
range against a tough zone defrom the ashes of that defeat part of our game," said Infense to beat pesky Creighton. of thew fee two-poiater. Watching for Tlighwo ars Brandon
rose a different Wildcat team, diana Coach Bobby Knight. -It
Doug Brookins scored 25 points
Warm (12), James Grow (30)and Tyrone Goodwin (22).
one that sometimes confuses was tough for than to come
and led slate Creighton charge
basketball and boxing. One back against us." but Lucas' foul shot with nine
coach said that after the WildIndiana, which broke the seconds left sealed the verdict.
cats were wiped out by the game wide open early in the
Hoosiers, second half with a 31-12 spurt
rough-and-tumble
No. 7 North Carolina, joining
they began playing "a karate behind Steve Green and Quinn Maryland as the two Atlantic
defense."
Buckner, received an in- Coast Conference teams in this
That brand of play paid off in spirational lift by the appear- tournament and forcing defendthe first-round NCAA game Sat- ance of injured high scorer ing NCAA champion North
urday, when sixth-ranked Ken- Scott May.
Carolina State to the sidelines,
tucky, led by poised seniors
a cast on his rode a 17-2 burst early in the
wearing
May,
Jimmy Dan Connor and Kevin
over
to protect a bro- second half to a romp
Grevey, rolled over No. 5 Mar- right forearm
take a shot New Mexico State.
didn't
bone,
ken
quette 76-54, ending the WarReason 3. We spend all the time we
Arizona State raced to a big
with one
riors' 12-game winning streak and was credited
Alaneed when it comes to preparing your
seconds of play- lead, had troubles with
51
in
rebound
Marquette
and
prompting
bama's full court proms but held
return. We conduct in-depth interviews
looking better
"He's
time.
ing
say:
to
Al
"I
Coach
McGuire
"A
said trainer Bob on to nip the Crimson Tide.
to make sure we understand your
think we lost to a much better all the time,"
be used in cer- lot of teams wouldn't have givpersonal tax situation. And, we keep
club...( Kentucky) is a much Young. "He can
en that kind of effort," said
all information completely coafidential.
better team than a lot of people tain situations."
Newton, coach of 10thC.M.
seeking
UCLA,
Second-ranked
think they are."
Alabama. "I thought we
ranked
in
championship
In Saturday's other first- its 10th NCAA
a showed a lot of class."
round action, it was Kansas 12 years, barely survived
With two
Syracuse made it into overState 69, Penn 62 and Syracuse battle with Michigan.
87, La Salle 83 in overtime at seconds left in regulation, time when La Salle's Joe
Kupec rimmed Bryant, who scored 25 points,
C.J.
Michigan's
Philadelphia; North Carolina
teams went missed a shot with three sec93, New Mexico State 69 and an 18-footer and the
J. was out a onds left in regulation. SyrBoston College 82, Furman 76 into overtime. "C
have acuse then hit 10 straight foul
at Charlotte, N.C.; Central little farther than I would
Michigan Coach shots and got two clutch basMichigan 77, Georgetown 75 at liked," said
we had planned kets by Kevin King to nip La
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Indiana 78, John Orr. "But
he Salle.
Texas-El Paso 53 and Oregon to play for the last shot and
State 78, Middle Tennessee 67 makes most of those."
Chuck Williams and Carl
Early in the overtime, Marat Lexington, Ky.; Cinncinati
two Gerlach each tossed in 20
67, Texas A&M 79 and Mary- ques Johnson cashed in
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
points in Kansas State's upset
land 83, Creighton 79 at Lub- foul shots and Richard Washjump- of 11th-ranked Penn. The Quakof
pair
a
in
tossed
ington
bock Tex.; Louisville 91, Ruters, idle since March 1, closed
Oen - ba.ma-• p.a.,04 Kg., Pb.,. 7$5gers 78 and Notre Dame 77, ers to keep the Bruins' season
Is APPIIMMENTIIIIISSMT
to 63-58 with 1:57 left but Kanalive.
Kansas 71 at Tulsa, Okla.; Ariused sas State held on.
Louisville
Third-rated
zona State 97, Alabama 94 and
Nevada-Las Vegas 90, San
Diego State 80 at Tempe, Ariz;
In Spite of "Tight Money"....
Montana 69, Utah State 63 and
UCLA 103, Michigan 91 in overtime at Pullman, Wash.
While the Wildcats, 73-4, are
looking ahead to a possible revenge bout with undefeated Indiana, they first must beat Central Michigan 21-5, in a Midwest Regional semifinal game
Thursday night at Dayton,
Ohio. "We certainly want to
play Indiana but we can't overlook the next one," said Grevey, a second team All-American who scored 19 points.
MONTHLY TOTAL
NO. of
ANNUAL
CASH
In the other Midwest RegionADVANCE MONTHS PAYMENTS PAYMENTS it RATE
al semifinal Thursday night, Indiana, 30-0, plays Oregon State,
$73.17
48
7780%
53,512 18
$2,500
loan
19-10.
Even with today's money crunch we can
The rest of the lineup for
$87 113
you
7769%
$4,20824
48
$3,000
you a lot of cash . . . now. For any purpose
Thursday night's regional semiyou're a homeowner.
Because
mind.
in
have
finals looks like this:
$90 41
1880%
$6,424 80'
eo
$3,500
big
-Syracuse, 21-7, plays North
Let's face it, when it comes to loaning really
people
for
Carolina, 72-7, and Boston Colmoney these days, we have good news
$10323
1078%
60
116.193.80
$4,000
lege, 21-7, plays Kansas State,
that
like you. So call or stop by. You'll finil
19-6, in the East Regional at
though others are tightening down, we're still
Providence, R.I.
giving a lot of credit to homeowners.
-Cincinnati, 72-5, plays
Louisville, 25-2, and Maryland,
Try us for size!
23-4, plays Notre Dame, 1%, in
the Midwest Regional at Day111fit I
14111111131
tRyLoans and financfng to SALSOCE
9
ICREA
-Arizona State, 24-3, plays
t
FT
1
AVER/CA
Nevada-Las Vegas, 23-4, and
Large loans for homeowners.
OF
;
57
;ri....75m377
kti
Montana, 21-6, plays UCLA, 24-cricrte
at: iRm::iwitd
Sea the Good News loan people
3,
The winners of the aegional

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.

903 Arcadia St.

"Are you telling us
a homeowner can
still get a large loan?"
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Murray State Tennis
Team Splits Matches
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By ROSS SOLING
The Murray State tennis team
got an explicit idea Saturday
afternoon of how much
maturing they must do in order
to become a contender this
season as they lost to unexpectedly
tough
Central
Michigan. The defeat marked
the first time in Bennie Purcell's tenure as tennis coach
that Murray has dropped an
Opening match_
The afternoon began on an
encouraging note. The Racers
easily captured the first two
singles but lost the remaining
four and consequently entered
doubles play forced to win all
three doubles matches to win
the match. They came within a
hair of pulling it off too.
Mike Owen and Ross Boling,
Murray's number one doubles
Learn and recorders of the only
two Racer singles victories,
swept past Central's top duo of,
Randy Mayson and Jim Asher
6-1, 6-2. Murray's number two
pair, Tom Lie and Del Purcell,
also won with comparative
ease, beating Bill Creek and
Mike Ackerman 6-3, 6-3.
The problems and the excitement as well, came in the
decisive number three doubles,
a match which lasted nearly
two and-a-half hours. Murray's
Craig Mangold and Jim
Lukeman, both freshmen
playing their first college
match, initially seemed out of
the match as Central's Dave
Killips and Tom Kuupsen
quickly won the first set 6-3 and
sped to an early 2-0 advantage
in the second. Just as things
seemed hopeless, Mangold and
Lukeman fought back to even at
6-6 and throw the set into a nine
point sudden death tie-breaker.
Down 2-4 in the tiebreaker with
Central serving, the Murray
pair pulled out three straight
points to temporarily snatch
victory from their opponents.
And as if that wasn't enough,
the third and deciding set
progressed along similar lines.
It was tied six times before the
tie-breaker was again invoked
at 6-6, and this time Murray lost
five points to two.
Besides the nerve-rending
suspense It typtally offers, the
tie-breaker also 'featured
Mangold playing barefoot in the
thirty-five degree weather and
supplicating the heavens for a
forehand after every point. He
had removed his shoes because
one of them was irritating a cut
on his big toe.
The situation reversed itself
radically On Sunday as the
Racers rousted themselves out
of bed at nine in the morning to
play George Washington
University of St. Louis. Though
it took a while to wake up,
Murray shut out the visitors 9-0.
Apparently Boling and
Mangold had the most difficulty
getting started.
Boling dropped the first set of
his number two singles match
with Jack Averill but came on to
win the next two, 6-2, 6-3.
Similarly, Mangold lost a

rather sleepily played first set
6-3 but recovered sufficiently to
heat Barry Kaplan 6-1, 6-3, in
the number five singles.
The other Racers won in
fairly convincing fashion. After
having some difficulty in the
second set, Murray's number
one singles ace, Mike Owen,
subdued Washington's Vorm
Poser and won 6-2, 7-5. Among
the spectators were Owen's two
tennis playing sisters who
probably will attend Murray
State next year and compete on
the women's tennis team.
In the number three singles,
freshman Tom Lie of Norway
defeated Barry Gale 6-1, 6-4 and
doubles partner Del Purcell
redeemed himself for his
surprising loss to Central
Michigan by demolishing Mark
Platt 6-0, 6-0. Jim Lukeman
completed the singles sweep by
beating Tom Kuupsen 7-5, 6-2.
The Racers came close to
blowing their shutout in the
doubles. Owen and Boling
breezed to a win in the number
one doubles match, defeating
Averill and Kaplan 6-1, 6-4 and
Mangold and Lukeman had
little trouble downing Steve
Rattner and Lowe 6-3, 6-1.
Lie and Purcell, however,
waited until the last possible
moment to win their number
two doubles against Pozez and
Gale. They lost the first set 6-4
and were down four points to
two in the second set tie-breaker
i. e. they were facing three
match points. Purcell saved one
of them by volleying away a
weak return of serve and Lie
saved another with an overhead
that barely nicked the line.
With the tie-breaker points
deadlocked at 4-4 and Purcell
drawn completely off the court,
Lie connected on a seemingly
impossible backhand overhead
to save the set and the match.
The Murray duo easily captured
the third set 6-2 from their now
despondent opponents.
The shutout was a rather
startling reversal of Saturday's
poor showing against Central

Michigan and when asked to
account for it, Coach Purcell
responded with a mixture of
irony and optimism.
"It's funny that we shut this
team out and lost yesterday
because there really was no
difference in the caliber of the
two."
"We got better play out of
Mangold ( who got new shoes
and Lukeman today (they lost
the dicisive doubles match in
Saturday's defeat. It's kind of
hard to ask freshmen playing in
their first college match to
deliver in such a pressurized
situation. Apparently that one
match made a considerable
difference in terms of experience. I hope it keeps up!"
The Racers next contest will
be this Friday as they play host
to the always tough University
of Illinois. The match is
scheduled for 2:00 p. m. at the
University courts.

New Champion
KANSAS CITY (AP) —
Temple of Texas is the national
junior college women's basketball champion.
The Texans won the title
game Saturday night by beating Northern Iowa 59-58 on
Debra Waddy's 15-foot jump
shot with seven seconds remaining. Miss Waddy led
Temple with 72 points.
Temple finished the season
with 31 victories and no defeats. Northern Iowa's record
was 18-1.
Northern Oklahoma won third
place with an 80-78 triumph
over Volunteer of Tennessee,
getting a 22-pointperformance
from Kim Grizzek.
AUTO RACING
PHOENIX — Johnny Rutherford of Fort Worth, Tex., driving a McLareriOffy, scored an
easy victory in the United State
Auto Club's Phoenix 150, getting the checkered flag 10 seconds ahead of runner-up Gordon Johncock.

Baseball And Track To
Be In Action Tuesday
Although the odds are
probably against them, the
Murray State baseball team
will try once again to take to the
diamond Tuesday.
The 'Breds are scheduled to
play a 3 p.m. contest at Reagan
Field against the powerful
Salukis from Southern Illinois
University.
Murray has not played a
game since a week ago Sunday
because of the pathetic weather
that has been lingering in the
area for over a week. And more
rain is due for tomorrow.
Washed out this past weekend
were six games with Butler.
The 'Breds were to have played
Friday,
doubleheaders
Saturday and Sunday. The
games are simply lost from the

schedule and will not be
rescheduled for this season.
The next regular season
baseball game, following the
contest with SIU, will be Friday
against Rutgers. Then on
Saturday, the University of
lllinois-Chicago will be in town
and Murray will be playing both
teams both Saturday and
Sunday.
Also beginning Tuesday is the
outdoor track season for
Murray State. The Racers will
be at Arkansas State in their
first meet of the spring.
Then on Saturday, the Racers
will host a triangular meet at
Stewart Stadium. Teams will
inclqde
Murray
State,
Southeast Missouri and Miami
of Ohio.

Tilghman Takes Title
In Girl's Region Play
Using a blistering fastbreak and a tenacious fullcourt
press, the Paducah Tilghman Blue Tornado slammed
Carlisle County 74-61 Saturday to capture the First Region
Girls Basketball Tournament at Mayfield High School.
Tilghman had advanced into the championship tilt by
thumping previously unbeaten Sedalia in the sernifinaLs
while Carlisle County won its semifinal tilt in a convincing
fashion over Ballard Memorial.
Both teams came out running and gunning in the first
period.
Tilghman scored the first basket and after ties of two and
four, the Tornado moved ahead to stay. But they were not
able to break the game open until early in the third period.
By the end of the first stanza, Tilghman was holding a slim
21-18 edge.
Then in the next three minutes of the contest,the Tilghman
press took charge, forcing five quick Comet turnovers and
the Tornado scooted out to a comfortable 31-22 cushion with
4:57 left in the half.
The Tornado maintained the nine-point edge and led 47-38
at intermission.
In the first half, Carlisle County scorched the nets on 64 per
cent of their shots while Tilghman hit 52 per cent. But it was
the turnovers that made the difference for the Comets.
The third quarter found the comets going stone cold from
the field while the Tornado used their advantage under the
boards and the speed of Opal Hamilton and Leola Greer to
score on countless fastbreaks.
By the end of the third frame. Tilghman led 63-44 and easily
had the championship of the First Region wrapped up.
Carlisle County ends it season with a 14-5 record while
Tilg,hrnan will carry a 19-6 record into the State Tourney, the
first for girls since 1932.
Greer pumped in a game-high 25 points for the Comets
while Laura Lynn added 20and Hamilton 13.
For the Comets, Karen Flegle scored 23 while Laura
Petrie, usually a prolific scorer, was held to just 10 points.
Tilghman will face the winner of the llth Region.
Lexington Tates Creek, in the opening round of the State
Tourney March 26 at Richmond on the campus of Eastern
Kentucky University.
illgtunan
21 26 16 11-74
Carlisle
18 20 16 17-61
Tilghman (74) — Hamilton 1(, Five 6, Greer 25, Lynn 20,
White 6, Karr 2 and Brown 2.
Carlisle 161) — Petrie 10, Flegal 23, Russelburg 7, Huddleston 9; Terry 2, Bean 4, Jones 4 and Rambo 2.

Golden Bear Hangs On To Win
Title At Doral Open Tourney
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
MIAMI (API — There have
been 53 other American victories, along with assorted foreign triumphs in the British
Open, the Australian Open and
the World Cup.
But No. 54, which tied him
for fourth place on the all-time
winning list, was particularly
pleasing to Jack Nicklaus.
4
The triumph in the Doral
Open Golf Tournament Sunday
wiped out the memory of a collapse that cost him the title in
the Jackie Gleason Classic just
two weeks ago.
It set him up for the Masters.
It wrote an end to a series of
frustrations that have plagued
the Golden Bear since last fall.
And it came with Johnny Miller in the field.
"I read the papers like everybody else," Nicklaus said when
asked his reaction to Miller's
challenge to Jack's position as
the game's premier performer.
"He's won a lot of tournaments the past year or so. And
he'll win a lot more. It's good
for me and good for the game
to have someone playing very
well."
But Nicklaus, who had a final
round 68 and won by three
strokes with a 276 total, isn't
ready to change his schedule or
shift his priorities to meet the
challenge.
"My schedule is the same as
it's been for five or six years,"
Nicklaus said. "I played three
in the west, I've played two in
Florida. I'll play one more and

Drake Continues Upsets To
Win Commissioner's Tourney

By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE (AP(—Energized by home-cooking, reedthink Larry Haralson helped
unheralded Drake outfox "The
Fox" Sunday with a 73-67 basketball victory over Arizona in
the title game of the National
Commissioners
Invitational
Tournament.
The least-surprised spectator
in the crowd of 4,161 and a national television audience was
Haralson's mother, Mae.
"I knew they were going to
win. Larry told me so on
Thursday when I had him and
some other boys out for supper," she said.
Her Louisville-reared son, a
mainstay on two straight Kentucky state title teams, responded to his homecoming b)

averaging 20 points per game
in Drake's march through the
eight-team tournament.
But the steady play of Haralson and teammate Terry
McKissick, who were both
named to the all-tournament
team, was only half the strateg?, of Drake's first-year coach
Bob Ortegel.
Arizona's racehorse attack
never got out of the gate as
Drake methodically and calmly
protected a 10-point lead
throughout the second half.
Deadly freethrow shooting by
the third place entry from the
Missouri Valley Conference
sealed Arizona's fate.
Drake received a 24-point effort from McKissick and another 20 from Haralson, while
holding 6-foot-9 Al Fleming,

who had a 20-point average,
scoreless in the first half.
But in the end Drake's 23 of
24 freethrow shooting played a
key part in the downfall of the
favored Wildcats. Arizona, 224
converted six of eight gift
shots.
"We had an air of confidence
from the start," said Haralson,
whose Drake club entered the
meet tied with Purdue as holders of the worst records-16-10.
"We had suffered together..
for so long that once we starlet'
winning it all mushroomed,"
said Ortegel.
Arizona coach Fred Snowden,
nicknamed "The Fox," said
Drake's game plan kept the
Wildcats off balance and
clogged Arizona's gaint-producing mie

go to Augusta with six tournaments.
"That hasn't varied by more
than one tournament in several
years."
And he turned his attention
from Miller to the Masters in
Augusta, Ga., April
"It's always nice to win," he
said. "But it's particularly nice
to win this close to Augusta.
It's good to get your confidence
up. And nothing is better for
your confidence than winning."
Bert Yancey and Forrest
Fezler, playing behind Nicklaus, had closed to within a
single stroke of Jack as he
stood on the tee on the lath
hole, a treacherous waterguarded layout that's probably
the toughest on the 7,028-yard,
Par-72 Blue Monster course at
the Doral Country Club.

Jack needed to make par
four to retain his advantage.
He made three.
He had a difficult lie in an
cld divot for his second shot,
but dug it out with a three iron,
hooking the ball around the
edge of the lake to within 20
feet of the cup.

I13.

Yancey and Feller both bogeyed the hole moments later
and tied for second at 279. Yancey had a closing 67, Fezler 71.
Miller came on with a 67 that
could have been better and took
fourth at 280. He missed five
consecutive birdie putts of 8-12
feet in the run down the
stretch.
"My caddy and I were tearing our hair," he said. "I just
knew I was gonna catch Jack."
It didn't happen.
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VACATION IN

FLORIDA
at St. Petersburg Beach

Gulf of Mexico
on a beach long enough with
sand onough to Ouild every one of
your gream castles This 7 mile long
island has everything under the sun
you're looking for and Gulf Wind.
_11710y-sized apartments on ttie
beach stretch your
budget to include
more fun for your
vacation doller.

RELAX LUXURIOUSLY YET INFORMALLY
•
1.000 feet Si white sandy
beech, heated swimming
pool, air-conditioned
apartments with kitchenette
tree TV, large garden patios
free poolsid• lounges and
tree parking. Boating
fishing, nightlife. shopping
nearby lovely Garden
Room Restaurant and
Lounges on premises
BankArnmicard,
Master Charge accepted
•
-reif

1.1

BATH
BEDROOM

ovitt3-04KING

RATES mow three Aril 30
From $1

per person,
double occupancy.
S3 for extra person
PHONE(813) 367-1927

11001 PlAlt
ONE 0E060061 OPT

Mail coupon ter cater Istarisms.apartment Sow pima
ene complete list el Met

ST. PETERSBURG BEACH • FLORIDA
8900 Sunset

Way
ii Petersburg B.ach Flo, d• 33706
Please send

information to

NAME
..1116.611

Design Line Phones
from South Central Bell.
They speak for themselves.

ADDRESS
CITY

STAIR

Introducing a new line
of telephones you can
talk about as well
as into.
Design Line* phones.
Exciting, new telephones as different,
as individual as you
are. One for every
room or office.
When you buy a
Design Line telephone
housing, you own it.
It comes with a sixmonth warranty. To
assure you of quality
service, all working
parts remain our
property and responsibility and we service
them for you, as
always.
Pay a one time
charge for your Design Line Phone, or
charge it to your
phone bill over a sixmonth period. You pay
the regular monthly
rate if your Design
Line Phone is used as
an extension.
Design Line Phones
with personality. Now
available for one and
two party customers.

Sunny Thingsfor
Fun and Sport

Please send me•full-color
brochure
i am interested in the
Damon Une Phrinerisl
checked below Meese call
Meat
3A Cheslohons— $113 96
3 El Medllerrarieme*S134 95
3C Early Americen** SIM 95
; Antique Peke 1863.115
:E Exeter 04465
IF CfaxlIelMck• 169 65
3G Accent $4096
ill Celebrity $W 95
DI EMe $74 95
Stowaway $79 95
T.:1
ow mono, ...mow mi
.,••••••tl

a

rem•••••••e

Name

Active clothes for day and
play. See how they'll refresh
and cool in great lightweight
fabrics. Come select from our
super collection designed
for gals like you.
011••••••-••

Worm
7U-5178

arr••JM• •

„:••••••••10.•••••••

Mome phone null:ow
Motto South C•wittal Bell
004 Olive
Murray. Ky UIfl
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sota+hstd4 t410)0V

1•••••••••••,. ••••••••••• • •••••••••••••
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Opryland Animnis
EndangeredByWater
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP
Floodwaters from the Cumberland River boiled over Opryland USA last week, sending a
deer into the new $5 million
Grand Ole Opryhouse and a
chimpanzee to a motel.
Ed Stone, Oprylancl's public
relations director, said it would
be several days before officials
would know when the four-yearold musical theme park could
open for its 1975 season.
Opryland was scheduled to
open March 29. Stone said the
opening would be delayed, but
some of the Opryland shows
would open for practice runs in
Stone said officials began
Thursday night to protect the
park's sizeable menagerie from
the rising floodwaters. Despite
their efforts, one of Opryland's
two cougars was drowned along
with several goats and some
quail.

Cattle Buyers
NEEDED NOW
No buying experience necessary. Train to buy cattle, hogs
and sheep. The growing livestock industry needs qualified
buyers. A good aptitude is required- for loday's coMpetttive
markets.
You should have a farm or
agricultural background. Must
enjoy working with livestock_
secure fuGood earnings
for those who qualify.
ture
Write today with your personAt
background and qualificationsInclude name, age, address
phone number We will arrange
an interview for you, near your
home town. No phone calls.
please.

NATIONAL LIVESTOCK CO.
5105 North 40th
Phoenix, Arizona 115015

A pair of six-month-old bear
cubs went home with a park 2 Notice
employe for the weekend.
Two chimpanzees, stars of
the Opryland show "Barnyard
ADVERTISING
Opry," also found temporary
DEADLINES
homes with employes.
• All display ads, classified
Stone said "Bo," one of the
regular
and
display
chimps, spent modt of Friday
disp"'must be submitted
in his temporary office at a
by 12 noon, the day before
nearby motel.
publication.
"He just curled up on the
All reader classifieds
couch, pulled a blanket over
must be submitted by 4
him and took a nap," Stone
p.m. the day before
said.
publication.
One of the park's deer, driven from its wooded home by
e
the water, wandered into the
Opryhouse after someone left a
door open.
Grose Sal.
"We had to ask him to leave
because he didn't have a tickof
et," Stone said.
All Green Merchandts•
The park's buffalo, deer, elk
Sole ends Sot March
and longhorn cattle found ref22
uge on high ground as the walam. IS 5:30 p.m.
ters rose. Stone said some of
the larger animals, such as the
Starks Hardware
black bear, were hoisted above
the water in their cages.
,Kountry Kitchen
Park employes were using
12th1 Poplar
boats to feed the animals.

10%

on I. P.'s, tapes & 45's at

T. V. Service
Center

FEEL LONELY? Depressed'
NEED
753-6333
Dial
NEEDLINE.

Waitress
Wanted
Apply in Person at
Seven Seas
4-5 p.m. each day
Experience not
necessary.

CHARM BEAUTY Shop, Call
753-3582 for appointment.
TO MY Good Friends and
Neighbors; Beginning Monday, March 17, 1975, I, Clyde
Steele, will be back at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet ready and
willing to show you some used
or new cars. Please come by
and see me there!
Clyde Steele

10. Business Opportunity

TV GUIDE-Delivered by mail
to your home weekly. $6.75 per
year-a saving of 50 per cent
from newstand price. Send
$6.75 to P. O. !Box 32-N
Murray, Kentucki.

Excellent
Business Opportunity
Substantial
Business Earnings
Custom Picture
Framing Business

WATKINS
PRODUCTSSpecials just for you! Pickup
or free delivery. Geraldine
Mathis, 1705 Keenland. 7538284.

Global Industries Ltd.
Offers you
*Exclusive Territory
*Contracted Accounts
*Immediate Income
•900+ Frame Patterns
*Continued Professional Training

JACK & JILL-openings for
children. Infants-6 years.
Drop-in service. 753-9922.

I HOPE YOU DON'T AND

Can be operated full
or part time from ap400
proximately
feet.
WHAT'S
GOINGON

OH, DEAR --I
GUESS sLuiaao
15 STILL MAD
AT ME

•Incoms Potential
$600- $3,000 per
month
'No Previous Experience necessary
Selling
•N o
Required
*Suitable for man or
woman

SAY THE PHONE
THEY ;SAY

ALWAYS RINGS WHEN
YOU'RE IN THE )
BATHTUB.74,

P.
gr. 10
-•Too•

cash
S799548995
for
required
machinery, supplies
complete
and
training program. All
inquires
serious
carefully evaluated.

dreg.=

LII: ABNER

Global
Industries
Ltd.
TH' AMERICANS
99•1E ALLTH' WORK
N COENA-D00, AN'
GAVE TN'o0 A
HANSOME SHARE
TH'
PROFITS-

50 HE TOCK TH
OIL-WELLS
AWAY FL1M US
AN' RAISED TH'
PRICE SKY
HIGH'F

1031 E. Battlefield
Suite 124-8
Springfield, Mo 65807

AN' WE -5cer•-eorrA
IT
Becuz THAR'S
NOWHAR ELSE
WE KIN eaIT !'-

px\•/

Cruz
3l7

19 Juncture
20 Poker
slakes
21 Bird s home
23 Burial place
25 Deposit
26 Chernicai
compound
28 Soac•
30 Symbol for
dysprosium
31 Period of
twm
33 Mine
entrance
35 14100 0 Itelv
37 Disturbance
39 BabylOmen

rcuRE GRAHAM AMP JONES..
THE MISSING MEN WE CAME
TO FIND'. YOU'RE FOUND.

herr)

DIDN'T-ErTi-IER.
14,AE A NiCE ;ZING
TO rr, DOEEN'T IT;

42 Native meldi

44 Aleidar
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4P.
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............
4
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,,,....-....,

.i.iiii,-...411-,... lb
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41.....4111., 41 I

41\-Idi

-
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Phone Wednesday
Only 753-9379

CAMPER FOR long wheel base
truck with boat racks on top,
;425. Metro-Teck
metal
detector, model 220-A-DHS,
$50. 1939 Buick, $350. Call 4354592.

PLANTS FOR sale-tomatoes,
peppers, marigolds, petunias,
etc. Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, compost, at
Old Murray Sawmill, 753-4147

16, Home Furnishings

SOMEONE TO babysit in my
home. Call 753-2932.

FOR SALE - Tender and
flavorful grain fed beef by the
side or whole. Minimum of six
months grain, no chemcial
growth stimulants or tenderizer. Current price, 65
cents per pound, hanging
weight. H. R. Clark, 753-6567.

THREE PIECE blond bedroom
suite. $75. Call 753-0412.
WANTED - MIDDLE age
woman to head community
center. Room and board, plus
salary. Please submit resume
to Chairman, Friedman
Li GRAIN fed beef for sale.
Community Center, 343
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Ready for freezer. Call 753Friedman Avenue, Paducah,
Vacuums. But you can still
7575.
Kentucky.
have your old Kirby rebuilt far
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
DO YOU DREAM of having a are worth up to $80. Come in
PENTA TREATED 4 x 6 timnew car, home, and travel? and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
bers. 10 ft. to 24 ft. Also 1" and
Services,
500
Maple
Street,
Why not let us show you how to
2" Penta treated lumber and
have these things and more. 753-0359.
poles. Murray
creosote
Pay for it with a part time
Larnter Company.
Income. Call for appointment 19. Farm Equipment
only. Couples preferred. 7533763.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale
16' TILT TRAILER with two $12.50 per rick, delivered. Gill
axles. Call 753-7370.
436-2315.
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 7535550.
FOUR ROW or six row in- 27, Mobile Home Sales
ternational planter. Call 492ONE 10 z 44 mobile home, ex.
8339.
12, Insurance
cellent condition. Located at
Dill's Trailer Court, Murray
BURIAL INSURANCE up to 2 ROW CORN header for a 45
Drive-In Theatre Entrance,
$2,000. Health, no problem.
John Deere. Good Condition.
Murray, Kentucky, or Call 753Golan C. Hays. 753-1976.
Phone 753-2913.
1551.

WANTED - ANTENNA with
pole. Will take down. Call 4988419.

i-

The SOOft01 you can,
the sooner
at,
t
you save.

ONE 10 x 56 trailer, good condition electric heat and air
conditioning. Call B.B. Dill
753-1551.

TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric,
central
airconditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer, See at No.-.
31 Grogan Mobile Horn
Highway 941.

I

.. Pbesie7S141•8

14. Want To Buy

20. Sports Equipment
BOAT TRAILER for 12 ft boat.
Call 436-5583

29 Mobile Home Rental,,
22 Musical

DOUBLE WIDE trailer with
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold, 'BALDWIN
garden spot. 12 x 60 trailer,
PIANOS
and
silver, or copper. Buy or sell.
central heat and air, with
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Five silver dollars, $25.
Lonardo Piano Company, garden spot, near Almo. 753Buying gold coins, unacross from Post Office, 0865.
circulated. $1-pay $95. $2.50Paris, tennessee. Also the
pay $50. to $75. $5-pay $80 $10- - Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore,
pay $110. $20-pay $200. Paul F.
31 Want To Rent
Murray, Kentucky.
Faivre, 753-9232.

15 Articles For Sale

LIMITED OPENINGS for piano THREE BEDROOM house in
and organ lessons. J St B
country with garden space.
Music, 753-7575.
For May I. Call 753-0128.

PRECUT PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted PIANO TUNING,
repair and
sizes.
Murray
Lumber
rebuilding, prompt service.
Company.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.
THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue 23.
Exterminating
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center.
35 MM SLR Camera Resler
Topcon auto 100 with inter
changeable lens capabilities.
Call 753-8200

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
I Seclude.]
valley
5 Antlered
animal
9 Prohibit
12 Lamb ape."
name
13 Group ot
three
14 The sail
15 Wooden Pin
16 Garden
tools
17 Girls name
IS Cyprino41

Z DiDN'T
KNOW WE
HAD A
CAKE
EIREAK

Ladies 1 Carat diamond
Solitaire in White Gold
mounting and 1 pair
diamond pierced earrings
% carat wt.

24. Miscellaneous

Free
Termite
Inspection
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs

/0

Aip

FOR SALE

6 Help Wdnted

BEAUTY
Shop
CHARM
Permanent Specials on
Monday and Wednesday. Call
753-3582.

753-1916

LOST: Ladies' leather billfold
taken from purse in car. If
found, write Shirley Cook,
Route 7, Murray. Reward,

WANTED: RIDER to Orlando, LOST MEN'S black billfold,
Florida, to share expenses.
man is on disability and would
appreciate having it returned.
Leaving Friday, March 21st.
Call 753-9282 after 5 p. m.
If found phone 753-9561.

Central Shopping Center
753-5855

maida

15. Articles For Sale

5. Lost And Found

ANYONE SEEING person who
hit yellow 1968 Oldsmobile In
clinic parking lot, March 14,
please call 753-8057.

Get The Top Hits

The second 100
years are more fun
WISBECH, Canibs England - James Chapman may
be 103 but he's not letting that
slow him down - interviewed
by BBC, he said his ambition
was to ride in a submarine
and promptly accepted an invitation from the British navy
to take a five-hour trip.
Since his 100th birthday,
the spry centenarian has
flown in a helicopter, driven a
combine-harvester, gone up
in a hot air balloon and flown
in a glider. - CNS

2. Notice

2. Notice

48 Paradise
47 Public vet,
clot loot
tog 1
49 Moroccan
51 Babylonian
deity
,
52 Unila Of
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currency
53 mareAte
54 Sum up
55 Rocky mil
56 Carry
57 CoMpetani
58 Anglo San -
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Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

29 Elisroop 5
headdress

NICE THREE room apartment,
heat and water furnished, $85
monthly. See at 602 Poplar,
UNFURNISHED
TWO
bedroom duplex, 1310 Duiguid
Drive, central heat and air,
carpet, patio. 753-7154, 7538012, 753-1262.
unBEDROOM
THREE
furnished apartment, all
carpet, disposal, range, dishwasher, washer-dryer hookup,
central heat and air. $150. 7537550.

MURRAY MANOR-all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North, 753-8668.

10111.0111

TWO BEDROOM furnished or
unfurnished
apartments.
Available immediately. 7534331 or 753-4140.

mAamm mumuo

32 rise eggs

32. Apartments For Rent

45 Famed
48 Exists
Faroe Islanus

50

whtrlyond
34 Youngster
Vegetable
53 Cleaning
Oe y.ee
36 Speechmaker
54 Mans
38 Vegelable
rucknarne
40 Sewing on
Dement
56 Symbol for
tantalum
4 Garland
57 Near
43 Spare

Symbol tort., 35

Beet animai
Residence
Pigpen
Extinct f ight
less bird
27 Showers

RETIRED COUPLES
24. Miscellaneous
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BEAUTIFUL HANDMADE
quilt, Wild Rose pattern. Call
753-0845 after 3 p. m.
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FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,,
delivered. 753-0271

Where one is 62 or over If your
net worth is less than 55,000 not
counting lurnitur• or car and
qualify the government will pay
o large portion of your monthly
rental New 1 and 2 bedroom
oportments in Murray Monor
Central air conditIoning and heat
stove, refrigerator and water fur
nished

Murray Manor Apts.
- Diuguid Drive
753-8668

MINOLTA SRT-101 with F1.7
lens and matching equipment.
Total value $530.61. All for
3/ Livestock

after

Supplies

WHITE °AVM!644 oaklence PICA FOR SALE. Call 1i3_9681.
'posts, slabs and lumber. Call H. W. Cherry, Route 1,
436-2266
Murray, Kentucky.
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38 Pets Supplies

38 Pets Supplies

43. Real Estate

BEAUTIFUL IRISH Setter AKC
REGISTERED German
-BABY DOLL" is what this two
puppies. AKC registered. Shepherd pups.
Call 753-9787.
bedroom home is; only ,s mile
Excellent pets for children.
completely
from
city,
$50. 435-4589 after 5.
PARADISE
KENNELS. remodeled on 1.3 acre, with
Boarding
and
grooming.
fruit trees and small stable for
AKC REGISTERED puppies Pick
up and delivery service now
pony. Under $20,000. Call
Available now. Irish Setters,
available,
Call
Wilson Real Estate, 753.3263,
753-4106.
Pekingese,
Miniature
232 South 4th Street.
Dachshunds, Chihuahuas,
Cocker Spaniels, Siamese 43. Real Estate
Kittens.
Also
complete
44. Lots For Sale
grooming service. Pet World, DO YOU need a good two
121 Bypass.
bedroom house reasonably FOR RENT-Private lot on
priced? If so, this convenient
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
TOY POODLE, white male, house located on US
641 at
per month. Hook-up for
nine months old, bought at Pet South Hazel, Tenn. is the
one.
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
World. Call 753-7150.
Can be bought with a low down
p.m. or 753-4655:
payment and owner financing. John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
45. Farms For Sale
505 Main St., Murray, Ky.,
I've just arrived
502 753-0101 or 753-7531.
FIFTY ACRES, 35 acres tenat Pet World
dable. Less than $400 per acre.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Located near Kirksey. Call
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
753-2965.
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your tune. Give us a call or 46. Homes For Sale
drop by the office at 901
I, •
BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
newly redecorated inside and
,
out, new carpeting,on acre lot.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
Available Now
One . car garage. Twa miles
South 12th at Sycamore has
Easter Bunnies 8.
from Murray. Call for apfive licensed arid bonded sales
pointment. Call 753-4931.
Baby Ducks
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753- NICE TWO bedroom house at
PET WORLD
1416 Vine, ideal for young
1651 or come by our office. We
121 Bypass
couple or elderly couple. 753like to talk REAL ESTATE.
9761.

436-2172

Roofing
- Swift
Commercial
Residential
Built-up Roofs
Shinglos
Asphatt Roofs
1,-11Hr and Old Roofs

,-Wood

CM_
Robert Swift-owner

Route 6

Murray, Ky.
436-1171

or 753-6311 Area Code 502

Get Acquainted
Special
$15 Permanent
$105°

Machine Uniperm
$35.00 value
$2000
good on any type of hair

R• •
wiera
Beauty Salon
Geed Thrr tie. Monti. 01 hUircl,

Lot 24 Riviera Courts
Formerly Tease & Please Beauty Shop

Now Under New Management
Lee Courtney, owner 8. operator

Specializing in precision cuts and blow
waving, long hair, up dos, permanents,
hair coloring, individual styling,
bleaching and manicures. Also men's
hair styling

Call 753-0757

DJERGy
Rfft
'
ver
:
,s0)

STOCK
M.ARKET

vE.FoRT

1975
SEED

CATALOOE

0
Alss

ft.

9.

50. Campers

Used Cars & Trucks

1964 INTERNATIONAL truck
grain bed. Call 75.3-1etio.
1974 DATSU'N 260-Z, bronze,
automatic, air, AP* wheels,
AM-FM, eight track, fully
loaded. Listed for $6800. Firm
$4900. 7534606 days.

LAMY-A-RAMA Sales, coachman, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, Ls
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.

For Sale

March

SONIC
"Food Service With The Speed Of Sound Is
Coming To Murray"
One of the fastest growing drive-in
chains in America
Murray**
**ASSISTANT MANAGER needed for Sonic of
adfor
opportunity
Full-time employment with
vancement. No food service experience necessary.
Opening date, approximately May. 1.
Applicant may be male or female, must be in good
health, and enjoy working with people. Leadership
work
ability is irnportant..Only applicants with stable
record needawly.
status.
Mall restrine+tnelade picture, marital
Amos, P.O.

education, and work background+to Bob
Box 7403, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105

otorcycles

HONDA SL 125, motor just
rebuilt. Knobby tires, 7533830.

.Pianos

.Organs

Chestnut Street

.Guitars

*Stereos

J& B Music

Murray, Ky.

Excellent Income
Excellent Product
Superior Lead System
Build your future with this successful team
call...

Coll Don Philpot

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop (old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish carpentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.

Professional Carpet Cleaning
180 degree Steam Cleaning
Min.$1000
Call Tim Sigman
753-0934

GUTTERING - SEARS all
aluminum seamless gutters
with baked on white or colored
enamel. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.

Surprise!
At

Photographs.-

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Black di White or Color

Watch!
Wednesdays
Ledger St Times

Passports
Billfold's

For Details

for application
Copies for

Wanted

old photographs

Office Person

Love's
Studio

Full-time employment for someone to work in office and sell
part-time. Prefer person capable of working with figures &
office experience. Apply Tuesday 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

503 Poplar
P0••• 753-2142

SAMHTS

Court
Square

4
.
liDiai.A.service
,
Alt
Ca for appoinment

lir
1111111F
w 4111

0

Thi,.. alphabetized page will run weekly ---clip it From
the paper and case for hand, reference)

410

•

Free
InspectionFlies,Roaches,
Termite
Sliver Fish &Shrubs

IAD Ni
f
•
•

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
ik,
100 S. nth st.

o• MOM

.

Fire

753-1441

•

PIIIT

11,14111414110

Air Conditioning,
Heating, Commercial
Refrigeration

Murray' KY'

Maim

753-3914
Carpets Cleaned

753-0359

753-8181
Randy
Thornton
Service

Police
753-1621

Dry Wall
Construction and finishing

Shag Specialists
& commerial grade
home or business

Service through Knowledge

Free Estimates

1-901-593-5234
Kirby
Carpet

802 alestnut

James Cole
Big Sandy, Tenn.

500 Maple Street

A & R Home
Improvement

Gordon Electric
Modifications,
Osha
Remodeling, Repairs, Dairy
Barns, Grain Bins

753-7488

Murray
Ledger A Times

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work

If you do not receive your
paper please call

753-7414

Earl Gordon, Owner

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.
While You Wait
duplicating

753-1916

Free Estimates

Between 5:30 & 6:00

,

Vinson Tractor Co.
Cadiz Road
Murray, Ky

Call JAY BARLOW

sem,on IBM, floyaL, Rern.Con 1,,,,
.iirnator brands

Holiday Inn. Paducah, Ky

Pool Office
hop 8 woo; ,
115S. 4th St.
lam.to 5 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
-

753-3037

753.4892

102 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
Typewriter
&Office Machine
Repair

(902)443.7521_

Repaired
Fluid Service

I 753-5397 I

Holiday Inn, Fulton, Ky
1902472-2842

/40n-1117-11-10 Mon -1'000-Wed
Mon 4pm 10 7 p m Only
& wed •I12
tolpni
son, t n7prn

,

T.V. Sales
and Service

New & Used Tractor Tires

Speedy Service

1 753-1763[

1905 PLYMOUTH, six cylinder,
1968 Oldrnobile Cutlass, 1962
Buick Electra. Call 436-2540.
CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes and sir
conditioning. 39,000 miles,
$2500.(X) Call 436-2584

SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
2s3_7370 after a pun.

,

(9. Used Cars & Trucks

1972

SPRAY PAINTING, cornmercial, residential. Free
estimates Call 753-7915.

, 436-5840

Local T.V. Advertising
1372 YAMAHA 250 dirt bike.
New paint, seat, transmission,
Koni shocks, and tires. POO
invested. $500 or trade for car
of equal value. 753-8606 days.

WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work guaranteed
Call 492-8869.

Clearance Salo

For Appointment

.

51. Services Offered

1970 CAMPER

TRUCK BEDS. Grain trucks.
SPECIAL
460 IH tractor. 1965 GMC with
roll back bed and winch. 1973
Pick-up truck with
WANT A home, but, financing
GMC pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
10'z? foot cab over
got you down? Then call
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix SS.
camper. Complete
Moffitt Realty, 753-3597. We
May see at Ashland Station in
have a new three bedroom,
with all accessories
Coldwater. Phone 489-2299 or
two bath split level home in
247-3895.
county with central heat and
$2995.00
air on extra deep lot for only
See Carl Howard
$18,950 and owner will carry 1969 FORD COUNTRY Squire
Wagon. 32,000 actual miles.
financing, call us for details.
753-0176 or
four Michelin radial tires, like
753-9916
new condition. $1500. Also 15'
Fiberglass Runabout boat,
NEW THREE bedroom brick, 2
walk through windshield,
full bath, dining room, 2
Services Offered
convertible top, 60 H. P. 51.
fireplaces, 20 x 22 family
Johnson outboard, aqua blue
room. Transferable loan, low
with white top, $1800. Call 753- WINDOW CLEANING and
down payment. Located in
7320 after 5 p. m.
carpet cleaning service. 12
Gatesborough. Call 753-7850
for appointment,
years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
Mak
1973 CHEYANNE Pickup all
REDUCED: NOW only $36,500
power, excellent condition,
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
for this new home on Wiswell
must sell. $2495.00. Call 436Electric. Well pump repair
Road offering large rooms,
2415.
service. Phone 753-5674.
fantastic kitchen with brick
wall containing oven, con- 1968 CHEVROLET Van, good
WORK.
necting on the other side is the
condition, equiped for cam- CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions.
beautiful fireplace in the living
ping V-8 automatic. Call 489any type of home imroom that has sloping ceilings,
2264 after 5:30 p.m.
provements. Free estimates.
beautiful carpeting. A Must to
436-5640.
see today, call Moffitt Realty,
1974 LEMANS Sport Coupe, full
753-3597 or evenings Oatman
power, factory, air. AM radio, JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Farley, 753-9775.
eight track stereo tape. 6,000 Custom Built Furniture, six
actual miles. 753-5567.
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
For Sale
RESPONSIBLE PARTY wilt Owner l502i 492-8637.
By Owner
take over payments or lease
on late model four door ALUMINUM survicE co.New liaise, 3 bedrooms, 2
automobile. Call 753-4477.
bonus, located in city, includes
Siding, carports, awnings,
den, utility room, fall genie,
patio covers. Will Ed Bailey,
1974 MONTE CARLO, 7,000 4924897 or Bobby Lawrence
carpeted, central beet 9, sir, MI
miles, double power and air, 492-8879.
Witt-iota, list* lost ron sot.
local car, 753-4802.
Owner has reduced asking price
to 321,300. Coll day-73 3GET YOUR lawn mowers
,0350, niokt-733-1261.
repaired now in time for
1971 HORNET Sportabout, six
spring. Fix mowers, rotocylinder, automatic trantillers, and small engines. 436smission, with air-conditioner.
5525.
BY OWNER: Nine month old
753-9446.
brick home on large corner lot
CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
in quiet family neighborhood.
for all your bulldozing,
Three bedrooms, two baths, 1964 INTERNATIONAL
backhoe work, or trucking
TRAVEL-ALL, four wheel
large living room and 18 x 28
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
drive. Good condition. $400
kitchen-family room comor 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
Call 753-0703 after 5 p. m.
bination with fireplace and
built-in appliances. $37,000.
Call 7534120. See at 800 North
20th Street.
Save hundreds of dollars

NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. 1 .2 story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling, balcony,
central vac and intercom. Call
753-9208.

51. Services Offered

BUSHROGGING, PLOWING, SHIR-CAR WELDING: Small
landscaping, gravel hauling. but efficient fabrication or
Mrytle Brenneman, Pot- repair. Now Is the time to
prepare for spring. Free
tertown Road, 436-2540,
estimates. Pick up and
delivery
on
request.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbint,
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
and Electric Repair Service.
753-0866.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS.
Storage sheds up to 12 x 30,
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
lake cabins 24 x 24, gravel
cut? Call 753-6556
hauling and driveways. South
of Murray to Paris Landing.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Lakeland Construction. 436Service. Write C. M. Sanders, 2505.
Box 213 Murray or call 1-3822468, Farmington.
PAINTER
EXPERIENCED
will do interior or exterior
LICENSED ELECTRICIANwork by the hour or Job. 435Prompt, efficient service. No
4480.
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.

0
0
ft.-.
1/ Cry

51. Services Offered

Dunn Furniture
T.V. L
Appliance

:-

Quasar
So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

Tabers
Body Shop
24 Hour Wrecker
Service

753-3134
754-3301,
'
753-6177 .
1301 C'hestnut St
Murray, Ky

0
0

-

753-6333 '
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Garfield To
Speak At
UCM Luncheon

neaths and Funerals
Hugh Jenkins Smith Mother Of Murray
Man Dies At Home
Dies Friday; Was
Mrs. Helen K. Adams, age 72,
of Three Rivers, Mich., died
Former Countian
March 11 at her home.She is the
Hugh Jenkins Smith of Long
Beach, California, formerly of
Calloway County, died there
Friday morning. His death at
the age of 57 was due to cancer.
Mr.Smith was the son of A. B.
Jack ) Smith of Backusburg,
who survives, and the late Janie
Hart Smith. He was preceded in
death by one infant daughter.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Katherine Smith, and one
daughter, Mrs. Bob ( Sheila
Rose Petty, both of Long
Beach, Calif.; father, A. B.
(Jack ) Smith of Backusburg;
two sisters, Mrs. Edd Dorothy)
Craig of Farmington and Mrs.
Bill (Hilda Hughes of St. Louis,
Mo.; two brothers, Udell Smith
of Backusburg and H. B. Smith
of St. LOUIS, Mo.
Also surviving are seven local
cousins—Mrs. Christine
Garland, Mrs. Mable Futwa.
Mrs. Myrtle Eddings, Guy and
Williams Smith, and Homer and
Howard Hanel.
The body has been taken to St.
Louts, Mo., where funeral and
burial services will be held.

mother of John H. Adams,
professor of English at Murray
State University.
Funeral services were held at
the Halvenson Chapel, Three
Rivers, Mich., with burial in the
Riverside Cemetery there.
Mrs. Adams was the wife of
William P. Adams, Sr., who
died in 1967. She was born
February 9, 1903, in Chicago,
Ill., but moved to Michigan in
1945.
Survivors are two sons, John
H. Adams of Murray and
Witham P. Adams of Three
Rivers, Mich., and four grandchildren including Robinson
and Leslie Adams of Murray.

()vie Williams Dies
Sunday; Funeral To
Be Here On Tuesday

Ovie Williams of Murray
Route Six died Sunday at 7:20 a.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 70
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Born February 24, 1905 in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John Williams
and Mary Parrish Williams.
C.
Ann
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
The funeral for Mrs.
Spruce
Lona May Elkins Williams of
Hodges, formerly of 205
held
being
Murray Route Six; one sister,
Street, Murray, is
today at one p.m at the chapel Mrs. Rafe ( Lola ) Willoughby of
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Murray Route Three; two
Home with Bro. Bobby nieces, Mrs. Robbie Falwell of
Witherington officiating.
Murray Route Two and Mrs.
Serving as pallbearers are Sue Hargis of Louisiana; one
Louis Hudspeth, Earl Jackson, nephew, Ronald Thompson of
Willie Kendall, Chester Ken- Louisville.
dall, Henry Hornbuckle, and
Funeral services will be held
George )(alley. Burial will be in Tuesday at two p. m. at the
the Murray City Cemetery.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Mrs. Hodges, age 87, wife of with Rev. Gerald Owen ofEli Hodges who died in 1943, ficiating.
died Friday at 1:30 p.m. at a
Pallbearers will be Denny
hospital at Brooklyn, N. Y. She Smith, Van Futrell, Keys Wells,
was a member of the West Ronald Thompson, Jerry
Murray Church of Christ, and Falwell, and Tommy Elkins.
was born in Murray on Sep- Burial will be in the Elm Grove
the
with
tember 27, 1887.
Cemetery
seven arrangements by the Max
are
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Harry E. Churchill Funeral Home where
(Margaret) Smith, Toledo, friends may call.
Ohio, Miss Myra LaRue Hodges
and Mrs. Carrye Hammond,
Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs. Ann C.
Cole, Pasadena, Calif., Mrs.
Marion A. (Mildred) Cooper,
The Murray Lions Club has
Aurora, Ill., Mrs. Henry set April 21st and 22nd as the
Jr.,
Cowherd,
) Carolyn)
dates for its spring broom and
Aurora, N. Y., and Mrs. Buster light bulb sale, according to L.
(Barbara) Skinner, Jr., M. Holloway and Johnny McOrange, N. J. one son, James Dougal, co-chairmen.
A. Hodges, Los Angeles. Calif.;
On Monday night, April 21st
one sister, Mrs. Novel Gahee, the Lions will call door to door
Toledo, Ohio, eleven grand- in the city with household
children including Mrs. Hor- brooms and six-pak cartons of
of light bulbs for approximately
Cunningham
tense
Murray; twelve great grand- half of the city only. The
other following night the Lions will
several
children;
relatives including one niece, work the other side of the city,
Mrs. Frank Artie) Petty of the chairmen said.
Murray.
Funds from the broom and
bulb sale will be used for
various projects of the Lions
including support of the
Murray-Calloway County Blood
Bank and sight conservation.

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Hodges

Lions Set Dates
For Spring Sales

A
HOME
v SWEET
AGAIN
The

901analifelt.
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.

The Most
Famous Basket
in the World&

mow

Cub Scout Den 2 of Pack 31 of Murray recently took a guided tour of the MurrayCUBS TOUR HOSPITAL — Members of
technician is showing the den the hospital's lab. Linda Guthrie and Nell Evans
Calloway Hospital. Patsy Massey, left, E K. G.
Staff Photo by Dave Eeigaya
are the Den Mothers.

Carol Miller Winner Of
Annual Student Art Show

11111111AY

KT.

Member FDIC

SPANISH OIL
ZARAGOZA, Spain — A
"satisfactory" quantity of oil
has been discovered at a
depth of 6,000 feet near here.

Monty Cathey Is
Promoted, Texas
DEL RIO, Tex. — The U. S.
Air Force has promoted Monty
S. Cathey, son of Mrs. W. B.
McCulston of 1606 Loch Lomond
Drive, Murray, Ky., to the rank
of airman first class.
Airman Cathey is serving at
Laughlin AFB, Tex., as a
communications center
specialist.
The airman, a 1972 graduate
atof Murray High School,
tended Murray State University.

Newport
Alive with pleasure
Guide

Kenneth Horn Now
At Aberdeen, Md.

sew mores 4

PEOPLE /BANE

Federal State Market News Service March
7, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying &atone
Fleming', Act, 1611 Est. 700 Barrows 4
Gilts meetly steady to .Z lower Sows
to .50 Weer.
161.25-39.75
17171120,4101fis.
US 1-3 1W.SM lbs.
1219.00-30.25
US 3-4240-X0 lbs. . . .
Z31.7249.10
US 3-4260-200 the....
137 75-38.25
Sows
US 1-2 770-250 the
53300-3400
.
53230-33,10
US 1-3 30645010o
US 14 160-6501ba
236 U0-37.00
US 2-3=-603 lbs
132 00-3300
Boars 3116-2710

Dr. Garfield, originally from
Utah, received his BA as well as
his MA in Political Science from
Utah State University. He did
further graduate work at the
University of Utah and earned
his Phd from Southern Illinois
University. Garfield has been
teaching at Murray State since
1970.
The luncheons are held
weekly at the UCKI from 12:30
to 1:30. During Lent, those who
wish to fast will be furnished
with bread and a beverage and
the $1.00 fee for the meal will be
given to a Hunger Relief
Project of one of the sponsoring
churches.

'The Hazel Alumni Association
will hold its annual banquet on
Saturday, Mardi 29, at seven p.
m.at the Murray Woman's Club
House, according to Buddy
Sykes, president of the
asaociation.
A buffet dinner will be served
with the cost being four dollars
per person. Entertainment will
be by members of the Calloway
County High School Speech
Team.
Reservations should be made
by March 21 by mailing them to
Hazel Alumni Association,
Hazel, Ky., 42049, or phone 7536524. Other officers are Dr. H.
C. Denham, vice-president,
Mrs. J. W. Jones, secretary,
and Mrs. Myrtle White,
treasurer.

the

(Ceatkmed Irani Page 1)
complete work on a tax cut before going on Easter recess. If
Ford signs the bill, rebate
checks could be in the mail by
May.
Another possible snarl in the
push for tax cuts is the oil depletion allowance, which allows
oil producers to deduct 22 per
cent of their petroleum-related
revenue for income tax purposes.
The House-passed tax cut bill
would repeal the allowance.
The Senate will consider the
proposed repeal separately
from the tax cut measure. Oil
state forces have threatened a
Senate filibuster to preserve
the allowance, which saves oil
producers an estimated $2.5 billion annually in taxes.
If a House-Senate conference
produces a final tax cut bill
that included the depletion allowance repealer, there could
be a presidential veto because
Ford opposes the repeal.

by William M. Boyd
Very early coins were stamped with
marks which indicated value, weight,
place of origin or the ruler who
authorized them but almost never
carried the date, which can only be
deduced
We deduce from repeated observation that successful savers
set aside regular deposits The amount is leas importankthan
• - '
4! the regularfty.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

awards to James (louse, a for paintings, to Mark Irwin of
Carol Miller, a senior
Corbin junior, for an oil painting Louisville for a drawing, and to
from
major
sculpture
entitled "Biplane," and to Tom Sherer of Paducah for an
Louisville, is the winner of the
Shannon Calvert, a Scottsville airbrush drawing.
Student
annual
the
in
award
top
Jurors for the student show
junior, for a drawing entitled
Art Show now on exhibit at
were Ed Mayer, a sculptor who
"Adumbratio."
Murray State University.
$25 awards went to is on the art faculty at Ohio
She won the $150 school_ The
Charlie Bennett of Louisville University in Athens, and Bill
Purrhase Award for her entry
Lowry of Owesburo Green, a Nashville painter.
of a group a ceramic pigs and Chuck
entitled -Hampshire Race."
A $100 School Purchase
Award went to Barry Johnson of
Murray, formerly of Paducah,
university
the
is
who
photographer and a graduate
assistant in art, for two entries—a photograph entitled
"Space" and a silkscreen entitled "I always wanted to fly."
A drawing entitled "Black
Beauty" by Ricky Arrowood of
HopkinsvWe, a junior printmaking major, was selected for
the $50 School Purchase Award.
Their work is among 92 pieces
selected by two jurors from 240
originally submitted for the
exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
To run through April 4, the show
sponsored by Murray Art
Students (MASS) includes
drawings,
paintings,
photographs, sculpture, prints,
weavings and batiks.
Other award winners whose
work is in the show are two
students who each won a $50
Bob Head Purchase Award and
four students who won K25
awards.
Head, who is the chairman of
the Department of Art, made

Tax Cut...

"HOME

Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Phone 753-3071

This Wednesday's featured
speaker at the United Campus
Ministry luncheon will be Dr.
Gene Garfield of the Political
Science Department at Murray
State University, Dr. Garfield,
who's fields of Interest are
American Foreign Policy and
International Relations, will
address the audience on
"Cambodia: Is further involvement in America's in-

Hazel Alumni Will
Hold Banquet Here

Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md. ( AHINC) Feb. 20—Private
Lloyd Kenneth Horn, 20, whose
parents, Mr. and Mrs. LJoyd W.
Horn, and wife, Constance, live
at 1713 Calloway Ave., Murray,
completed an automotive repair
course at the Army Ordnance
School here.
During the 17-week course he
was trained in the maintenance
and repair of engines for the
Army's tracked and wheeled
vehicles.

1P1P4 STOCI MARKET.*
Pnciesal deck al band Mired at man,

&
IA
Ern% laic Mike& Is
runes by TIrst of Why" Cum, el
Murray.sew se Mawr
US Homes
Kaufman& Breed
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W R Grace
Texaco
General03sc.
Georgligreellie
GAFa
Pfizer
Jim Batters
Kirsch
Nancy.
Franklin Mint

7% +111
Ism
9 +16
31% Ak
SI% +1%
1116 46
Z% -16
4716 +%
11 +%
40% +%
311% +%
32 -1-14
11P4 +Ill
16% +14
111 +%

How to get pleasure
from a trick knee
Regardless of what people say, you can teach an old
knee new tricks.
Begin with a simple one,like kneeling through a hoop.
Go on to bigger things, like Al Jolson impressions.
Now you're really ready to go:
a)Wear bermuda shorts —a star
needs the exposure.
b)Find a girl with tennis elbow.
c) Enter the olympics— the 100 yard crash.
And remember,a trick knee is always
better than a trick neck,trichinosis— and
it's certainly better than no trick at all.

t-

Museum. .
I Coetheeed tram Page I)
Purchase in the history of
Kentucky.
Along with his son, his
daughter, Patrice, a freshman
student at Murray State, was
also seated at the head table for
the dinner. They were introduced by Dr. John Bartholomy, vice-president for
university services, who served
as master of ceremonies.
Dr. Ray Moiled, chairman of
the Department of Communications, gave the invocation.
special
the
Among
decorations for the dinner were
a quilt made by the MurrayCalloway Senior Citizens which
hung ass backdrop behind the
dais, a set of three figurines
made by Mrs. Edith Heise
entitled "The Spirit of '76,"
wed& wig rflaced in front of the
floral
and
lectern,
arrangements courtesy of Mrs.
Juanita Lynn of Juanita's
Flower' in Murray.
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Newport

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
. That Cigariette 5rnoIcigg Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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